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Àbstract

This research reviews the results of twenty-three (23) surveys

and nine (9) personal interviews related to the teachers,
recognition of silences in school textbooks and how they are

addressing the silences. It was found that the twenty-three (23')

teachers who have taken post-graduate leve1 curriculum courses can

identify textual silences and respond by supplementing the textbook
with alternative material-, encourage critical discussions and

investigation, and. integrate topics frorn the popular culture.
Recognition of textual silences came primarily frorn studies in

graduate curriculum courses as well as self-study and research.

The integration of alternative perspectives and inclusion of
marginalized groups v/as cited by the educators as the principal
reason for supplementing the textbook. The findings from this
research contradicts existing literature which suggests educators

are relying significantly on the textbook for instruction. This
study raises serious questions for, and calrs for a review of,
under-graduate teacher education programs which do not integrate
the issues and topics raised in graduate curriculum courses.



Chapter f
Nature of tbe study

The Researcb Problem

the purpose of the following study was to assess the

relationship between the teacher and the textbook with respect to
the recognition of srLENcEs in textbooks and the use of the

textbook in the classroom. Silencesl represents a broad range of
interpretations which social commentators have attributed to school

textbooks in their analysis of the I'hiddenrr curriculum. Silences

is defined as textual biases, stereotyping, omissions of
conflicting and contrary perspectives, inaccurate representation of
social groups, and includes a nurnber of themes that were raised in
the study (of practising teachers).

The term silences was adopted over other expressions such as

rrbiasrr, rrprejudicefr, and rrcensorshipt, because of its relatively
objectíve connotation when attributed to the semantically-laden

def initions of ,biasrr, rrprejudicerr, or rrcensorshiptt; each of these

terms are inherently poritical and, therefore, restrictive in
analysis, diatoguêr or debate. The term silences was adopted

because of its scope of interpretation which includes the

previously mentioned concepts as well as other perspectives.

The research began by estabtishing the conceptual framework of

I Stl,trHcES was adopted to represent a range of critical
interpretations raised in a number of scholarly and popularjournals, books, and art.icles. Within the context of textbook
analysis, the coinage and definition of the term silences has not
been used in other publications.
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textual silences before interpreting the results of surveys and

oral interviews from public school teachers in Canada who had

successfully completed the two curriculum courses from graduate

studies in the Department of Curriculum: Humanities and Social
Sciences (cHsS), and. two of the three required curriculum courses

offered through the department of Curriculum: Mathematics and

Natural sciences (cMNs) in the Faculty of EducaÈion at the
University of Manitoba, I^Iinnipeg. A questionnaire was distributed
to a random sample of sixty-two (62) graduate students who had

completed the curriculum masters-Ievel courses either in the CHSS

program 'Perspectives on Curriculum' (63.734), and tCurriculum

Theory and Design' (63.73s) - or the CMNS program ,Research

Àpplications in Curriculum' (O8l- .7]8), and/or'Curriculum: Advanced

Theory and Management' (ogi-.7t8), and/or 'study of Teaching,
(081.723).2 The basis for selecting the particular research group

$/as predicated on the following:

i) the respondentrs experience in using a
a core subject area which is often proviàed

textbook to teach
by the school (or

school division);
ii) the respondent's
perspectives, and
curriculum; and

shared faniliarity with the language,
concepts surrounding the rrhiddenn

iiÍ) the respondent's indepth response to the researchquestion which may provide insights based on experj-ence andreflection;

It htas the belief of the researcher that the result,s from the

2 The numbers
to the department

in brackets follorrring the
and course number of the

course name correspond
course.
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survey, together with the responses from a follow-up interview with
approximately half (between six to ten) of the respondents, would

contribute significantty to understanding teachers' perceptions and

use of the textbook with respect to textuar silences. rn
responding to textual silences, the use of media from the popular
culture has been raised as an important supplement to the textbook
and a link between the classroom to the students, life experiences.
It has been further hypothesized that the results from this study
wourd address either directly or indirectly some of the
questions facing educators, schools, and communities with respect
to the issues of multiculturalism, citizenship, socialization of
learners, and sociar integration and understanding. Finally,
interviews with the seLected sample population of graduate students
t¡ould provide further insights into the sociology of ed.ucation and
tthiddentr curriculum as it. relates to our knowledge of textual
sirences. Possible implications from this research are:

a) reconmendations for a shift in focus in the direction ofteacher education at the undergraduate leve1,

b) stricter attention and analysis of the textbook as part ofprofessional developrnent experience, and

c) providing educator's nrith the knowledge, training, andresources to supplement the course textbook.

The extent to which these and other reco¡rmendations can be drawn

frorn the study are addressed in the concluding section of this
research. Thus, the forrowing investigation has studied the
relationship between the teacher and textbook with respect to
educators' perceptions of textual silences and use of the text, and
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has developed the theoretical and pedagogical framework to respond

to this question.
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Back<¡round

If vte start with the basic assumption that a typical school
consists of teachers and textbooks, it has been assumed that
teaching is a relatively easy occupation: wíth a textbook in hand,

the teacher has only to transmit information to the learners.
Granted, the teacher nust contend with the matters of classroom

discipline and institutional demands, but the course content
established in the textbook is extensive and relatively objective.
Moreover, the structure and focus of a course is laid out for the
educator. the instructor need only prepare the lessons for each

class from the textbook. fn the end, the teacher and textbook
prepare students for their integration into society by imparting
the necessary knowledge for ernployment and socializing mores of
citizenship.

As one begins teaching, there may be trying days adjusting to
the classroom dynamics and information contained ín the textbook.
However, over time, the teacher becomes faniLiar with the
development of the course and student concerns. As much as it is
for the beginning and experienced teacher, the course textbook
provides the educator with a base - bedrock, if you wirr - to plant
his/her feet, with the confidence to face a classroom full of
students expecting a competent and informed instructor.

It is not too much of an exaggeration to acknowl-edge the
previous, seemingly overstated statement, as the practice of those

working in the education system and perception of individuals from

the larger social community of classrooms. fndeed, it would not be
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too much of a stretch to concede that such practices occur
regurarly in schools internationally, in the deveroped west, East,
and those in devetoping nations. This study hopes to explore the
innumerable levels on which the teacher, texÈbook, students, and

schools interact.
It is hoped that this research wiII expose the inherently

complex relationship between the teacher and the textbook.
Unfortunately, it is beyond the scope of this study to address how

the Ìearner is approaching the textbook and how s/he interprets it.
Nor is it possible to respond to the questions related to the
learner's use of the textbookr or the information that students
actually learn from the textbook. These questions are intinately
connected with the study, though not explicitly raised. For these
and other reasons, hovrever, it ís critical to keep the students,
educational concerns in nind. Attention to the learners, in the
study is not to suggest that they are insignificant; quite the
contrary. It is the learners' needs and interests that ultirnately
lie at the heart of this research.

That the educational process is much more than simpry
rrpouringr knowledge into learners is a generally recognized fact by

educators and the general public. on a much larger revel of
interpretation, teaching is a process of sociarization:
socializationr3 defined according to one's interpretatj-on of either
hegemony2, citizenship', or a host of other conceptual categories

3 For a clarification of the termsrrhegemonyrr r ttcitizenshiptt, rrhidden curriculumn,
refer to the Endnotes on pages g0 and gL.

rrsoc j-alizationrr ,
and fr t silencês, t, ,
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that embody the rrhiddent curricuruma. The acceptance of a

particular definition of sociarization, be it citizenship or
cultural hegernony, should not be seen as mutually exclusive from

other categories. That is, one can conceive of a particular
position of social-ization at one tirne and respect another at a

different times. Simitarly, the very socializing process that one

may view as instilling citizenship values, for exampre, is also
inparting an ideology of culturar hegemony. such a recognition
must be retained with respect to the following discussion of the
teacher and textbook when the teacher and textbook are

deconstructed to their abstract cores when addressing the
educator's perception of textual silences and employrnent of the
textbook in the classroom. Together and separate, the teacher and

textbook are the primary curricular instruments of socialization
within the classroom and school.
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Chapter fI
Cu1ture, soeialization, and schools

Within any modern society, a number of institutions socialize
citizens for t'heir own ideological ends, regardless of culture,
historical timer or ideological position. The institutions of
education, family, media, and retigion - to name a few - are each

socializing its individual and collective members into the cultural
community s¡e call society. Our semantic definition of the word
rrsocializefr often changes meaning when describing the role each

institution plays in communicating values. There is, howeverr âtl

underlying message which runs through all social institutions: the
preparati-on of individuaLs for the culture or society they Iive in.

If v¡e accept this broad definition of socialization as the
preparation for an individual or group of people to live and act in
a societyr âD equally explicit conceptualization of the terms
ftsocietyrr and rtcurture, should arso be framed. A crear
understanding of these concepts must be established at the outset
for they lie at the heart of this study; the frequency with which
these terms are used in the popular and academic presses on the
assumptions that their meanings are understood by all is troubling.
For the purposes of this study, it is inportant to recognize that

frsocietyrr and rrcurturet are constructs that can be mutualry
exclusive in interpretation but are often expressed interchangeably
when describing social relations.

In the West, the education system is a socializing institution
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which influences and shapes student's perception of, and

participation in, the wor1d. The effect of the school in relation
to other socÍalizing agencies such as the famiry, the popurar

culture, ernployment, peer groups, the community, sporting or
cultural events, and the church is undeniably regarded as great.
The extent to which the school has an active effect on attitudinal
development as compared to peer groups, for example, oF other
socializing agencies, has yet to be determined (pratt, tg7s, p.

100). Nevertheless, one cannot deny the direct and indirect effect
of an institution that legalIy compels children to attend an

environment separate from their homes from the ages of five to
sixteen years, for approximatery two hundred days of every year.

rn the words of Enile Durkheim (t972, p. 2o3), the educational
enterprise compares to no other in its role of preparing in its
children rrthe essential condítion of its {society} existence.rr

ft is stating the obvious that the state is interested in
children as future citizens. As an extension of the state, schools

serve in the creation of future citizens. John Stuart MiII
maintained that the state rr...should require and comper the
education, up to a certain standard, of every human being who is
born its citizentt (as cited in spinner, rgg4, p. Loo). !{ithin the
context of our modern, liberal democratic society, the same

st,andard is articulated today. Bridges (tgg4) captures this
fundament,ar point when he addresses the rore of education:

ItPublic education must produce persons who in their own self-
understanding, at least insofar as they act within the public
sphere, see their membership in such communities {ethnic,
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class' and religionÌ as in some sense subordinate to their
membership in the broader civic conmunity....Of course, public
education serves other ends--notably the creation of sXitlea
workers or technical experts needed in a modern industrial
economy But the basic political work of public education
in a liberal democratic regime is the creation of citizensr(p. 3).

This broad definition of education can be deconstructed into its
individual parts for a better understanding of how schools create
citizens and workers. Teachers are pov/erful socializing agents of
this creation in learners. Educators generally constitute young

peoples first exposure to adult authority outside the farnily. As

interpreters of the wider society, teachers are the rnajor vehicle
for instilling the school curriculum and associated varues.

Subsumed within education's philosophical mandate to instruct
and prepare individuals for society defined as democratic

citizens, knowledgeable studentsr or employable and rnarketable

individuals are the teachers and textbooks. Contained within
each school is the textbook as the teacherrs reference for
instruction, information, and resource. At this micro revel, each

textbook contains the information related to the particular subject
area English, history, physics, chemistry, sociar studies,
foreign languages, mathematics which explicitly and implicitly
convey information to the learners. The ernployment of the textbook
as a resource or reference reflects the teacherts ideology and

pedagogy as much as it is an indicator of institutional pressures

and societal mores. This point was deveroped in the study as it
relates to the teacher's perception of textual silencess and

consequential use of textbooks in the classroom. ft is hoped that
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the study has not only shed some light on the educator's own

interpretation and irnplementation of the curriculum, but also raise
larger, societal questions that extend beyond the educational
process.

To avoid a reductionist interpretation, the broader, cultural
goals of education must be addressed at the outset. ft is on this
fundamental point that both educational theorists and the general
public raise when any discussion centres around education. The

connection between schools and society should not be abstracted
frorn each other in interpretation nor understanding. schools are
not separate from the curtural community; rather, they are a

reflection of society. Education in the twentieth century is often
criticized as learning that is separate from the rear-life
experiences of society and the 'globarrr village v/e inhabit. our
public discussion of education in newspapers and on radio ca1l-in
shows is often expressed as taking place in an atmosphere of
crisis. Critics of education currently raise the following
rrpopularrr themes for educational reform:

i) a call for a return to the rrbasicsrt,

ii) the inclusion of marginalízed. groups into thecurriculum,

iii) a sense of rrcanadian identity" (defined under suchterms as nationarism and citizenship) as part of thecurricuÌurn, and

iv) the inclusion of conflict resorution and confrict
management into schools.

For those concerned parents and various interest groups in the
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conmunity, education is frequently questioned when it depart,s from

these principal rrfundamentalsrt cited above. While rrfundamentalsrl

is often interpreted according to one's own definition of the term,

it, is usually referred to as a failure to develop the core subjects

of literature (reading), literacy (writing), and the sciences

(mathematics). ÀIong the same lines, students bemoan the dreary,

meaninglessness of classroom life and rail against its absurdities.
Politicians and educational adrninistrators typically respond

to these and other ca1ls for reform of education,s curriculum by

acting on the loudest and most vocal calls of concern. More often

than not, the policies that are enacted are the conservative,

right,-of-centre ones. Critical to these proposed educational

reforms and restructuring actions are the tinstrumentst of
schooling which inpart the implicit and explicit curricular goals

of education: the teacher and textbook.

It is signÍficant, by its conspicuous absence in the popular

media, that textbooks and educators seldom receive the attention
when discussions turn to educational issues. one of the central
arguments that runs through thís discussion is the recognition that
teachers and textbooks represent, individually and collectively,
the curriculum. To guestion the educat,ional system and caII for
changes at any level is, in fact, to raise concerns indirectly
related to the teacher and textbook. However, the implernentation

of change - from institutional restructuring to individual change -
is much more difficult than having the ideas about it.

1o get at the heart of the educational enterprise, one needs
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to address the explicit and hidden curriculum advanced by the
teacher and text association. Thus, to question the role of
education and schools in society is to irnplicitly ask curricular
questíons of the teacher and the textbook - questions such as: rrgor{

does the teacher perceive the text?r, ilAre teachers aware of
textuaÌ silences?rr, and rfHolrr is the textbook used by the educator
in relation to the different learning styles of students?m The

teacher and the textbook cannot be divorced from the public
discussion of the school's curriculum and actions. The two are not
separate, unrelated matters, but one and the same.

Finally, it would be inaccurate to interpret or perceive a1l
the criÈicisms directed against the educatíonaI institution as

malicious (although some words and articles have resulted in such

unfortunate ends). The discussions directed towards education in
public and private spheres must be seen as an expression of deep

concern by the vast majority of peopre in society. rt is not
surprising, therefore, that education is at the forefront of our
public discourse. Schools represent a significant social
institution that hre care about and want to improve, especially when

they occupy such a central role in the development our children.
seen in this light, the following research is a critical, yet
regarded, study into the educator's recognition of textuar
silences.

If teachers

transmitting a body

the community needs

textbooks are the major vehicles for
knowledge and social values to the students,

know the tthiddenrr as well as explicit social

and

of

to
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values that are being communicated; for exampre what is the
knowredge that instructors are conveying or not conveying to
the learners?

If the education system is having to respond to caLl-s for
change and restructuring, the teacher and textbook - collectively
and individually represent the school's curricular foundations
that ultimately constitute real understanding and change in the
system. This study atternpts to show that a fundamental
understanding of the educational system is far more complex than
the superficial analysis and rtinkeringr by those who are
addressing the catls for change. ft is also hoped that this study
will add to the debate surrounding these, and other, educational
issues.
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lfhe Teacher as a Socialized Individual
Exactly how teacher's view and use the textbook for

instruction is still not well understood especially in
instruction plans and actions, both within and across specific
subjects (sosniak and stodolosky, 1993). rt is a recognized

reality for the teacher and students, hor/ever, that in the Junior
and senior High years beginning in later elementary grades a

textbook will be used by the teacher as the primary resource for
instruction in the academic subject areas of social studies,
history, science, biology, chernistry, and mathematics. The

unquestioned acceptance of the textbook by the teacher is
questioned by castelt, Luke, and Luke (l-9g8) when they write:
rrRarely are future teachers given pause to consider the unique

status of the textbook as the primary medium of formal education,

nor to consider the variety of theoretical and practical questions

to v¡hich the status gives riset (p. viv). The degree of dependence

on textbooks is seen to vary from area to area, teacher to teacher,
subject to subject, and grade to grade (Woodward, L993).

There is little doubt from the studies and research into the
relationship between the teacher and textbook that the textbook is
a very important feature of classroom instruction (DriscolI et aI.
1993; Pratt, L975; wirson and Gundmensdottir, rgïz; stinner, LggLì

Yore, 1991). Àccording to one study, teachers used the textbook
between seventy and eighty percent of the time in the classroon
(Baldwin and Baldwin, !992). Another organization, Educational

Products rnformation Exchange (EprE, 1979) , praced the use of
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conmercially published curricular materials -textbooks, workbooks,

skills management systems, worksheets, learning packages, computer

software as high as ninety percent in the classroom (Schubert,
t987, p. Loz). Even for those who do not use textbooks and

teacher's guides with fidelity, there is still a conventional
conviction held by teachers of the textbook's utilíty: rTextbook

materials survive {in elementary classrooms} because...these
materials satisfy a larger desire for consistehcy, accountability,
and comparability across classroomsrr (Stosniak and Stodolosky,
L993, p. 27L). rn order to understand this reliance, it is
necessary to consider not only the teacherrs thoughts, actions, and

relationship to the textbook, but arso the recognition of the
textbook as a document which is sociarly constructed.

From a purely structural-functional point of view, the
textbook is an undeniably effective resource for teachers and

students. The textbook is used by teachers to structure their
lesson, classr or therne. rt is seen as part of the teacherrs job,
as mediator, to pass on to the students a knowledge and

organization of a discipline so such stable organizations may be

taken as starting points to develop ideas and constructs (Luke,

Luke, and castell, 1988, p. 25; Newton, 1990). Moreover, textbooks
are a valuable medium for irnparting a uniform curriculum in courses
throughout a school division. That is, the authorization of
textbooks by the school board ensure a degree of unifornity of
material in the classroom so as to discourage teachers from

selecÈing their own material from any source and prornoting their
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own agenda. Textbooks provide a necessary support for subjects

which teachers may not be faniliar because it is an area of
instruction that they are not trained or experienced in.

Parents are concerned if their children do not use the

instructional material that helped define their ov/n educational

experience (Levin and Mayer, 1993). consequently, a predetermined

set of curricular expectations and multiple perspectives are

generated for the teacher around the textbook (Newton, 1990):

a) since teachers and parents lrere educated in public (and
private) schools and universities with textbooks, they regard
the traditional and inherent value in using textbooks (Newton,
1990, p. L44)¡

b) the information that is contained within the text is
considered to be representative and necessary for students to
acquire; and

c) students and parents expect textbooks to be used in the
classrooms for instructional purposes (Newton, l-990).

If the textbook is noÈ the focus, or is absent from instruction, a

sense of aimlessness may be perceived by students, parents, and

school adrninÍstrators. Thus, teachers rely on the tried and true
text, viewing themselves as gatekeepers to the world to communicate

as much information from the text as possibÌe.

More than twenty years a9o, Pratt (L972, p. 4) wrote that the

textbook was no longer used by teachers as the determiner of
instructional content that it had become in the past. Instead, it
was used as the instructionaÌ tool that it was intended to bê,

often supplemented. Pratt did recognize, like Driscoll (t994) and

others after her, that in the traditional or ¡nodified form,
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textbooks eontinue to have an inportant place in schools. For

students and teachers alike, school t,extbooks are a significant
source of information. The following review of research studies
confirms the dependency by teachers on textbooks.

Gottfreid and KyJ-e (as cited in Driscoll , tgg4, p. 46)

concluded in their microethnographic study that ilregardless of
textbook orientation, the rnajority of teachers in (the) study

appeared to function as passive, uncritical technicians who are

ready and apparently willing to disseminate knowledge in an

authoritarian tradition. tt fn the same article by Driscoll (Lgg4-) ,

l{ilson and Gundrnensdottir's (L987) research of a social studies
teacher is cited as one that confirmed tt... (the teacher) relied
most heavily on the textbook when he knew little about the topic to
be covered. rr In their own study of how the textbook contributed to
learning in a grade eight science class, Driscoll (LggL, g7-gg, 90-

91) found the teacher using the textbook about two-thirds of the

time, but mostly as a means of facilitating acquisition of
scientific vocabulary and general study skills. This was consistent
with other research suggesting that textbooks are the dominant

influence on science instruction. fn science education at higher
leve1s, the textbook is viewed as a rnajor influence on instruction
(Myers, 1992; Stinner, L994, t992, L989; yore, L99L). However,

Davey (1988) found differences between elementary and secondary

teachers involving their use of specific texts.
In a study of seventeen student-teacherrs analysis of

rrinconsiderate textsrt, Garner (1986) revealed that only two
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student-teachers r{ere able to notice any flaws in the elementary

textbooks. The authors of the study serected five of the
characteristics of rrinconsiderate textsrt - originally identified by

Armbruster and Anderson (1991) - in upper elementary grade

expository textbooks. The five characteristics were:

a) .tt. rnismatch between structure signals (e.g., head.ings,topic sentences) and content that follows;
b) rrshort, choppy sentences that obscure relationships amongideas;

c) rrirrelevant information that potentially distracts readers;

d) tt insuf f icient inf ormation
knowledge of readers; and

given the probable prior

e) rrlack of definitions for difficurt vocaburary wordsr (t-986,p. 42e).

The authors concluded from their study that rrgiven the pervasive
use of textbooks in the upper elementary grades, and. the existence
of tinconsiderateness' in many of these books, the need for
teachers to help students to learn from the flaws is apparent.
Teachers need to be trained in thisrr (j_986r p. 432). one courd

infer from this research that teachers should be informed about the
rrinconsideratenesstt, or silences, of instructional rnaterials either
in professional development days or during teacher-training.

If we are to ask the question of what is the teacherrs
perception and employment of the textbook in effective instruction,
underlying this query is our investigation into the educator's
decision of what they want their students to learn (Driscoll, tgg¡,
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p. 94). one may ask teachers whether they know how to use

textbooks: that is, do they understand the structure of the
textbook, the kind of information it contains, and how to retríeve
information from it? Do they recognize the silences and particular
ideological orientation of the text? rf, for example, there is a

general rejeetion of the textbook, what are the alternatives that
teachers are adopting? Do educatorts adopt a more rmulti-textn,
rrsupplementing approach' to support the prescriptive curriculum, or
do they present a different position from the material in the
textbook? Specifically, r,tte may probe the success of the teacherrs
critical decision-making process that departs from the model put
forth in textbooks.

Yore's survey (L99L) of secondary science teachers ín British
Columbia revealed that science teachers do not have we1l-forrnulated
alternat'ives to guide their teaching practice when they departed
from the curriculum model. Instead, it was found that the teachers
relied on their often fragmented, intuitive beliefs to direct their
curricular course. Gottfreid and ky1e,s (:-'ggz) findings echo other
research that identified teachers as either being textbook-centred
(Tc) or multiple-reference (¡[R) centred when suppÌernenting the
curricurum. For descriptive purposes, then, the use of the
textbook has been demarcated into three divisions:

I) the textbook is used as the rprimary source ofinstructionrr for providing the instructiõnar goa1s,
together with the appropriate instructional practióes to
achieve these goals;
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fll the textbook is used according to a ttmulti-textrl
approach: enploying two or more textbooks in conjunction
with each other as the basis of instruction; anã

IIf ) the textbook is employed as rrsupplementary materialr'in which it is on)-y one of many infoimation resources for
teaching and learning (Flanagan, 19Bj_, p.11).

The extent to which this division is adopted by educators will be

raised in the study.

rnstitutional pressures, whether they may be explicitly
defined or unwritten, can be seen as a force which determine an

instructorrs perception and resuLting enployment of the textbook.
rrFrame facÈorsrr such as scheduling, linited tine in the class,
length of the school day, pressure to cover the content, lack of
planning time, and working with large numbers of students resutt in
inhibiting teachers from doing what they may deem as important
(Lundgren, L977; schubert, 1986; schurnm et âr., tgg2). seen in
this light, the text becomes the focus out of necessity for the
practising teacher. While these institutional forces are obviously
not, part of the textual sil-ences, they are significant constraints
which the educator works within. The educatorrs response to these
institutional forces has an obvious impact on the extent t.o which

s/he can raise or begin to respond to the silences in the textbook.
However, before raising specific textual silences, the following
discussion will further develop the institutional pressures and

ideological perspectives which influence the educatorrs thoughts

and practices in the classroom.

Testing, be it loca}Iy, provinciarly, or nationalry mandated,

is raised by most stakeholders in the educational process as
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another critical, institutional factor which determines the
direction of instruction (Newton, L99o, p. L44). rrrespective of
one's educational- orientation, provincial or school tests directly
determine the focus and direction of the teacherrs instruction.
Textual material becomes the focus of imparting the defined body of
knowledge (the overt curriculum) for the general examinations. rn
this regard, the euphenism, ilteaching to the testn, should not be

seen as an unconmon classroom practice in the pure and social
sciences.

The escalation of provincial examinations in Canada can be

attributed to the demands of parents and public officials for
accountability and comparability of students. on a more globar
l-evel of interpretation, one can attribute the increasing use of
tests to the ecological and economic crisis facing al1 nat,ions of
the wor1d. west'ern and non-Western societies are having to face
their ohrn and the worrdrs diminishing econonic and

environrnental resources. The consequence of this are translated
into increasing pressures placed upon schools by various social,
economic, and political decision-makers to rationalize their
actions. Even in systems where testing is not based on a system of
ItpaymenÈ by results,t Luke (19ggr p. 161) found that ,...such
matters as promotion, tenure, district and school accountability
could be adjudicated by reference to test results.n Indirectly,
then, the presence of testing or Lack thereof influences the
teacher's use of the textbook as a consideration of institutional
pressures.
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On a much larger scale, the economic and socio-political
agendas of a culture's dominant ideology can be seen as reflected
in the social institutions of a society. Jean Anyonrs (1981)

influential study of upper-, niddle-, and rower-crass American

schools is one of the nost frequent]-y cited exampres of how a
particular ideology is directly and indirectly manifested in an

educational system. Her study of a United States school division
revealed how schools, teachers, and textual materials manifest a

particular class separation and ideology. Anyonrs investigaÈion
showed how teachers intentionally and unintentionally reinforce
socio-economic class differences through instructional practices
and textual materials. Schubert (L987) extends this interpretation
of class dif ferences through the rrhiddenrr curriculum in the
fol-Iowing passage:

ftSchools reproduce class hierarchies and inequalities byfaiting to attend criticarry to the knowledgè that the|provide as curricurum. For example, the têxtbook thaL
predominates in most classrooms can be seen as synbolizing
knowledge as a commodity received from experts as òontrasteá
with knowredge as sonething produðed by ordinary
experience....Anyon (1981) and others provide evidence thal
children of different social classes are treated differently
by the hidden curriculum of schooling. Children frorn highei
sociar crasses are treated as being capable of greãter
knowl-edge while those of lower classes are taught to be docile
recipients of itrr (p. 106).

Educationar institutions may profess to adopt a broad range of
seemingly neutrar ideological positions, however, the rearity is
that, such a stance is contradictory to its general focus. For

exampre, schools, teachers, and texts are increasingly having to
accommodate the concerns of various ghettoized interest-groups such
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as the inclusion of visÍble minorities and equal representation of
v¡omen in textbooks. Obviously, the integration of women, disabled,
and individuals of colour into the curriculum is preferable to the
exclusion, separation, or silence towards their needs. It has been

said that the effect of such accommodations may be interpreted as

perpetuating the marginalization of interest-groups concerns, since
they are given only token recognition within the broader themes and

messages imparted by teachers, textbooks, and schools. Baldwin and

Baldwin (L992) go so far as to question whether the inclusion of
more women in the curriculum woul-d not ghettoize woments concerns

and reinforce stereotypes. Bowers (tggz) cautions the educator and

casual reader of textbooks not to be persuaded by the greater
visibility of minorities and rvomen, as well as the rising frequency
of words such as rrenvironmentr and ilecologyn, in textbooks as

instilling the sense of contemporaneousness. Cosmetically, the
textbook rnay have changed with the inclusion of marginalized groups

and issues, but on a fundamental Ievel, the messages have not been

changed significantly. rron a deeper levelrrf Bor,rrers observes (lgg2,
p- L22) ' 

rrtextbooks reproduce patterns of thinking that extend back

to the beginnings of the rndustrial Revolution, and beyond, to the
Judeo/Greek/Christian foundations of western thought. tt It is this
rfsubstratum of cultural beliefsrt - the cultural assumptions and

analogues that frame how the 'facts' are to be understood - rthat

change much more slowlyrr (Bowers, !992, p. lZ2).
on the surface, schools are viewed as neutral enterprises

which prepare individuals for society. As instruments of this
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perception, teachers and textbooks are regarded as the faces and

words of the education system that carry out the curricular
functions for imparting to the studentts the necessary knowledge

for future employment, relations, and understanding in society.
For those theorists writing in the Critical tradition, however,

schools must be evaluated on the same scale as any other socially
constructed institution which may profess neutrality and

objectiviÈy on the surface, but are implicitly irnparting a hegemony

which reflects a dorninant socio-economic crass ideology.
According to the dominant ideology thesis, the crucial role

that legitimating institutions such as the Church, the family,
schoors, and the mass media pray is in transmitting, maintaining,
and justifying Èhe capitalistic system of class inequalities
(Arnbercrombie and Turner , tg82) . one is av/are of the endless
theoretical interpretations which can be followed on this point,
but is cognizant of deferring such discussion so as to give a voice
to the practical or quasi-practical principles towards which
Criticat theorists are often silent.

A discourse framed in the theoretical is lacking fundamentally
if it does not step from the realm of intellectual speculation to
the practical. To omit the practical applications of a theory is
to go the hray of the dinosaurs: rnarginalization, silence, or
extinction. Such ttas the concern of Joseph Schwab (].969) whose

emphasis on the pragrmatic in speculative writings rings true for
practitioners and theorists even twenty-five years after his
publication. Critical theorists have been seen to be negligent in
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this respect, for, while their journal articles and books raise
questions of significant importance, their ideas have not had the
effect of change on the curriculum that they had hoped or are

calling for. Their silence to pedagogical practice can been

attributed to the rrleft'srr continued marginalization in the public
domain of acceptance and policy. seen in this right, the writ,ings
and proposars by the ,rightrst advocates such as E.D. Hirsch,
Harold Bloom, Àrthur M. schlesinger and others, are readily
accessibl-e through their language, policies, and arguments which

dominate mainstream opinion, policy, and thought.

It woul-d be simptistic in the extreme to claim that the
teacher's actions are shaped excrusively by the schooL. The

teacher is not only acted upon by the policies of others within the
dynamics of institutional textbook politics, but is also one r+ho

acts upon the textbook policy. One need only look at the amount of
discretion that teachers have in the classroorn. Teachers can teach
to the text or impart any discontent with particular texts. They

can also enploy particular institutional strategies in teaching the
text', emphasizing or undernining certain topics or sections within
the text, shape particular parts, diminish the textbookts dominance

by introducing supplementary materials, or reorder topics so as to
present them in a sequence different from the book (I{ong and

Loveless' 1991). Indeed, the teacher can use the text as a source

of information, or use it as an example of taken-for-granted
beliefs that need to be examined. Exposure of the taken-for-granted
belief is an element of the silences that this study is raising
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with practising teachers r¡ho have completed the graduate curriculum
courses in their department. We want to ask the educators: What

are the taken-for-granted beliefs that they can identify in their
particurar subject(s) area which they instruct? How, and to what

extent, are these silences t ot taken-for-granted beliefs, revealed
to the teacher?

ft is a truism that teachers still retain the most powerful
influence on studentst learning and can serve as curriculum leaders
in their transmission of the curriculum (Haberman, Lggz). In this
regard, Driscoll (L994) found that a science teacher in a Junior
High school held a range of instructional goals for the students -
spanning from the learning of definitions and concepts, to problem

sorving and studying effectively for a test and varied her
instruction accordingly. The textbook can, therefore, be used by

teachers to transmit ideas or concepts; or the instructor may

choose to adopt a range of resources to impart a particular
ideological perspective or pedagogical practice.

The educator's perception and resulting utilization of the
textbook is seen to be deterrnined by the individualts personal

ideology which is, in turn, shaped by institutionar demands. rt
would be inaccurate to label one's ideological or philosophical
positions - be they educaÈional, politicar, or sociar - as firrnly
entrenched into one particular perspective at all times, through

each and every actíon. As Thomas Kuhn demonstrated in The

Structure of Scientific Revolutions (1-962), scientific theories,
while seeningly immutable at a particular historical period, are
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not static models impervious to change. Rather, shifts in
knowÌedge, be they scientific or otherwise, occur when a paradigm

is accepted as a theory that rrseems better than its competitors,
but it need not, and in fact, never does, exprain atr the factd
which can be confrontedrr (Kuhn, !962, p. 17-18). on an individual
level, Anne Phirlips (1991) captures the principle of ururtiple
perspectives and realities in her writings related to citizenship
and ferninist theory. philÌiprs conception is a significant
contribution into the understanding of educational phenomenology

and praxis, for it departs from the dichotomous pattern of thinking
that dominates our Western consciousness:

ilIf citizen implies a contrast with subject, it also irnplies
a contrast with all the more differentiated descriptions ofcapitalist/worker, rnale/fema1e, black/white, for it
accentuates the rights and responsibilities that we share. Itis a concept that deliberateJ-y abstracts from those things
that are particular and specific, and seems to l-ift us onto a
higher plane. Differences between one group and another then
appear more negatively as problems, for the task is to ensure
that no group is excluded by virtue of its peculiarities andposition, and that equal citizenship often propels us towards
an ideal of transcendence, a greatei coll-eciivity in whích weget beyond our local identities and concerns. When v¡e arecalIed upon to act 'as citizens', we are by implication not
acting simply as women or men, black or white, manuar worker
or professional, home owner or councj-l tenant; and however
powerful the affiliations that bind us to a particular social
definition, we are supposed to be thinking in more generaÌ
termsrr (p. 80-81).

Àccording to this interpretation, teachers may follow the textbook
as a reflection of their own understanding to transmit the
subjects' ideas or the concepts contained in the textbook. At

other tirnes, teachers may adopt a range of resources to encourage

a critical viewpoint or support an accepted perspective. rn some
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contexts, people may identify primarily with individual goals of
race, gender ¡ ot class in a subjectrs theme; in other situations,
the prescribed curriculum may become the focus. It is hypothesized
that the educatorts decision related to the curricuLum is nediated
consciously and unconsciousry between the demands of the
institution and the instructorts own beliefs and experiences.

The extent to which the teacher's ov¡n ideological outlook
impacts the educational praxis and utilization of the textbook in
relation to the institutional dernands is assumed to be a ,give' and
ttaket compromj-se. More often than not, however, textbooks ,taket

a larger role in the educational process than the ,give' of the
teacherts input. That is, institutional pressures and textual
authority of the print medium is believed to override the teacherrs
interpretation, direction, or focus r¿hich may conflict with the
prescriptive curriculum. obviously, there are notable exceptions
to the institutional pressures praced upon the teacher. The

literature would suggest that educators who depart or deviate from

the prescribed curricul-um are the exception to the practices of
most teachers.

A discussion that revolves around the interaction between

institutional mandates and individual orientations is an

int'ellectual exercise of identifying a nurnber of conf ticting
perspectives. rrWe all view the world and our functioning in it, rt

Schubert observes, ilthrough a paradigrrn or conceptual framework that
accepts certain assumptions about such rnatters as the nature of
inquiry, reality, and valuesrr (L987, p. 7). The curricurum field
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has been classified into three such accepted perspectives or
paradigms. These separate ideological orientations have come into
existence through the labeIling of each paradigm: i) the
Traditional,' ii) the conceptual; and iii) the criticat (schubert,
L987; Giroux, Penna, and pinar, 1981). Milrer (1983) has

identified seven curricular perspectives of teaching and 1earning
to incorporate the theoretical and practical (psychological) levels
of interpretation: behaviorar (8.F. skinner), subject (Jerome

Bruner), social (George s. counts, pauro Freire), deveroprnental

(Jean Piaget, Lawrence Kohlberg), eognitive (Hilda Taba),

humanistic (Abraharn Maslow, carl Rogers) , and horistic (J. singer) .

As each paradigrm is a development ofr oF reaction to, another
perspective, the differences between the respected viewpoint is
often held up higher to the light in analysis rather than the
similarities it may share with each other. It is interesting to
note that the division of curricular theory has been classified
into three separate paradigrms. rt is a reflection of a relatively
young field of study. I{ithin the discipline of sociorogy, in
contrast, Sociological Theory has been demarcated into six (eight
by some authors) ideologically distinct perspectives (Ritzer,
le83).

New theories and ideas are continually being raised to support
or critique existing models. one must ask if such contributions
are adding nehl perspectives to a discipline or merely re-working
existing moders. on this point, the work of c. A. Bowers must be

seen as developing nevt insights into the fietd of curriculum
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theory. His level of analysis and scope of interpretation shifts
paradigmatically from the existing curricular perspectives. Bowers

steps laterally - not ahead - from the Critical theorists concerns

of potítical and economic hegemony to study the philosophy of
curture, the patterns of thought, the philosophy of language, and

the roots of the ecological crisis. on these and other points, the
writings of c.A. Bowers must be seriousry considered as a

significant contribution to the curriculum field as a fourth
paradigrn, classÍf ied under the label of rrPost-cultura1 Literacy. rt

To ask, and then begin to anssrer, âDy question rel_ated to
education, one is identifying with a particurar ideological
perspective. To hold the position that one should transmit a

prescribed curriculum to learners is, for exampre, to adopt an

essential Iy Traditiona I ist perspective ( Structura 1-Functiona 1 ist in
Sociological terms) that was advanced by Ra1ph Tyler almost fifty
years ago. Tyler (L949) saw the education system predicated on

four fundamental purposes which he framed in questions:

1) What educational ÞurÞoses should the schooL seek to attain?
2) How can Jearning experiences be selected which are tikelyto be useful in attaining these objectives?
3) How can learning experiences be orcranized for effectiveinstruction?

4) How can the effectiveness of learning experiences be
evaluated?

These four questions may not appear particularly revolutionary nor
ground-breaking to contemporary readers or even to Tyterrs students
at the University of Chicago. The reason for this rnay stem from
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our unconscious recognition that they are the rruniversalr goals of
educatíon. They fa1I as lightly on our ears as they must have done

for those when Tyrer put these ,universal, ideas to paper in the
1930s and 1940s.

John Dewey and Joseph Schwab articuLate some of the strongest
arguments against the Traditional paradigrm. For these
rrConceptualistsrr, a curriculum does not stem from a pre-designed
model to be delivered t,o students. Rather, the curriculum evolves
from the educational situation itself. rt is a shift in focus that
establishes meaning and direction amid a continuous flow of
problems encountered in educational situations. Schubert (19g7)

describes this model as ínteractive: r...it engages teachers,
learners, and curriculum developers in ongoing deliberation about
their influence on subject matter, mirieu, and one anotherrt (p.

314) - John Dewey and others ask the higher order educational
questions of analysis, synthesis, and evaluation rather than the
lower order ones of knowledge, comprehension, and application. For

Dewey, rrExperiencerr is education if it provides increased capacity
for growth. Education is not, therefore, objective driven but the
outcomes of student experience (schubert, Lgg7, p. 193).

rn contrast to the previous paradigrms, the socio-
Cultural/Socio-Political Critical theorists shift the leveL of
focus and interpretation one hundred and eighty degrees. The

Socio-Cultural/Socio-Politicat Critical theorists are writing in
reaction to those perspectives that do not address the inequalities
in society. As such, they are primarily political in nature.
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Authors such as Michael vt. Àppre, peter Mclaren, Henry Giroux, Jean

Anyon, and others point out the inequalities of educational access,

opportunity, and quality experienced on the basis of race,
gender, socioeconomic class, and other differences (Schubert,

1987). The focus in this orientation is to go beyond sinpry
raising the inequalities (which other orientations could do) but to
overcome the inequalities. The extent to which these theorists move

from the stage of inequality analysis into the realm of developing
a proposed plan is up for debate and discussion. Schwabrs concerns

are relevant ín this respect: Socio-Cultura1/Socio-political
Crit,ica1 theorists in the educational, as well- as Sociologicat
disciprine, are exceptionarly good on the level of theory and

anarysis, but rel-ativery sirent in the realm of apprication.
The identification and classification of paradigms has its

obvious utility: one can identify a particular perspective; nehr

ideas can arise from an orientation in response to iÈs perceived

short-coningsr' and one can be shown a nehr approach by raising oners

avtareness to a different perspective. The development of such

curricular (or sociological) perspectives must not be seen as

nutually exclusive entities. C1early, âr individual can recognize
a spectrum of perspecÈives and adopt two, even three, perspectives
at the same time. ft would be restrictive to view an educator
adopting a single perspective in theory or practice. rndeed, it is
in the educational domain that such a rnulti-perspective can be

taken when teaching. Arong these rines, Miller (1983, p. 186) has

commented that itmost teachers do not adhere to one orientation. In
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fact, many teachers draw on several orientations. In most cases,

they work from a cruster of two or three orientations.rl
The assumption that is being made by Milrer, however, is the

recognition by educators of the existence of numerous paradigms,

beyond their own individuar perspective which may or may not be

similar to the Traditional perspective espoused in schools and

adopted by pubrishers of textbooks. on this point, such an

assumption may be too great: can one adopt a contrary perspective
íf there is no avtareness of a different viewpoinÈ or perspective?

ff there is an ahrareness by the educator of textual silences,
will these silences be addressed in the classroon by the teacher?
what pedagogical approach(es), or different perspectives, wilr the
educator adopt to respond to the textual silences (or other
elements of the rrhidden'r curriculun) ? To push this level of
questioning further, and step back from the previous query, one may

ask if each ideological perspective empowers the educator by

allowing hirn/her to raise the issues of textual silences? If an

eclectic approach to teaching is adopted, it has been interpreted
by Miller (1983) as leading to confusion within the classroom:
rrsince each orientation contains a distinct view of the learner, to
move randomly from one orientation to another would be confusingrl
(p. 186).

To recognize the institutional pressures placed upon the
teacher is to also acknowredge that a value system is being
communicated by the teacher and messages contained in the visual
images and printed words of the textbook. The information that is
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conveyed by the teacher and textbook includes not onJ.y the words

and ideas in a particular subject area, but arso the meanings,

messages, and values of curtural socialization. The two are

inseparabry connected. According to vitz (1986, p. 4), the facts,
interpretations, and values taught today's chil-dren will 1argely
determine the character of tomorrowrs citizenry. with respect to
the values and messages of citizenship, osborne writes that all
teachers teach citizenship: ffrn a thousand different ways,

deliberately and accidentally, expricitly and irnplicitty, by

example and instruction, by what they say and do as weII as what

they do not say and dorr (1991-, p. !1-7).

Education is, therefore, much more than the sirnple development

of knowledge, ideas, or facts in learners. Teachers and textbooks,
individuatry and colrectively, convey a rhidden'r curriculum (or
irnplicit messages) that is related to the values of class division
(Anyon, 1981, L979; Bowles and Gintis, L976), citizenship (osborne,

t99ll, and culturea (Bowers | 1,993, ]'gg2) . An analysis of education

on this level goes beyond the accepted, descriptive notions of
schooling to an interpretation of the curriculum that is more

revealing in scope. The writings by the Socio-Cultural/Socio-
Politica1 Critical theorists are significant in this respect. Their
analysis provides a deeper understanding into the many rhiddenrl

4 rt has been said that one's meta-ranguage (or body language)
speaks as roud as any message conveyed through the tãnguãge -oi
words. C.A. Bowers (1990) has developed this understanding witfrina cross-cultural anarysis. smiling, for example, ig not auniversar sign of friendship or peaðefut intentions. rn somecultures, sniling is viewed as a hostire action. physical space
between speakers has also been shown to be culturally deternined.
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layers which embody a particular concept or institution.
It is the Socio-Culturat/Socio-Political Critical theorists

who push the level of inquiry beyond the ,what, revel of
questioning to the Itwhyrr and rrhohrrr plane of discussion. To ask the
question of why certain bodies of knowledge are included in a text
at the expense of other forms, and who decides the forms of
knowledge to be included, is to invite the most fundamental and

central problem of education facing writers since the works of
P1ato. Questions such as What knowledge is most worthwhile? !{hy

is it worthwhile? and How is it created? address curricular issues

on a personal level as well as societat plane (schubert, L9B7). As

medíators of the curriculum to students, educators have a

responsibility to respond to these questions and the specific issue
of t,extual silences. To do so is for the educator to be cognizant
and critical of their actions, and inactions, that impact the
learning and socializing development of students.

fn the last ten years, a number of recent studies have

addressed the topic of textbook use by the teacher. Baldwin and

Baldwin (L992r P. 113) write that the vast najority of teachers

shared the same viewpoints as the assigned textbooks: tta middle-
class view that is unrealistic of the world and uncriticat approach

to many social issues.fr Such a finding is consistent with the
background of most teachers who are predominantly niddle- or
working-class. According to Schubert (L987) | this ideological
relationship between the teacher and textbook is significant. ft
is an important variable to consider since teachers are a major
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source of knowledge for students:
ffThe values that they {teachers} exemplify and promote are of
those backgrounds and constitute a one-sided orientation to
knowledge. Knowledge is implicÍtly viewed as a commodity to
be received by teachers and passed along to students. r,iLtle
credit is granted to students' abilities to be knowledge
creators or agents of their own learning and moral agents oftheir own behaviour and directionalityri (schubert, lgü, p.
327) .

Woodward (1993) observes that neophyte teachers will tend to rely
on textbooks more than experienced teachers as a resource or
general outline. For the experienced and the new teacher, the
following issues emerge as note-worthy:

a) to recognize that even the best textbooks have serious
linitations;

b) to question how and v¡hy the textbook is employed by the
average teacher between 70 and 9oz of the classroom time
(Baldwin and Ba1dwin, 1992),

c) to ask whether teacher education in detecting textual bias
would be worthwhile to make teachers text-titerate (Gottfreid
and Kyle, 1-992, p. 46; $toodward, Lgg3), and

d) to ernphasize the need for teachers to:
i) choose textbooks carefully,
ii) have appropriate pedagogical strategies for teachers
with a textbook that cannot be changed,

iii) becorne more active in curricurum development and
analysis, and

iv) supplement the material in order to present themes
in a baranced manner that avoid generãlizations and
ethnocentricisrn (Sugnet et ê1., L993; Manitoba Indian
Brotherhood, L972r.

If the above factors are accepted to be significant elements in the

educational process, by extension, then, one of the central
questions of this study is to ask teachers their level of awareness
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or recognition of textuar silences. obviousry, the layers of
silences are complex and numerous. In order to begin to respond to
the silences of the text, the teacher must first have a recognition
of the text as a socially constructed document. Recognition
precedes action. To ask educators about textual silences is to
arso implicitry raise these silences to their lever of
consciousness. Hence, the journey along the path of professional
empowerment, development, and understanding begins with the
recognition of one's professional- actions on alt revels. rn
essence, then, to be crit,ical or conscious of the silences in the
textbook, the teacher is becoming an rowner of the use of the
textbookrr (Personal communication, sherdon Rosenstock, March,

r_ee5).
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ChaÞter Iff
The Textbook aE an fDEtructional Docr¡nent

Fer.¡ of the socializing institutions in society have at their
disposal a resource that plays such a central and integral part in
their operation as the school's textbook. The sacred texts of
religion, for example, the Bibre, the Koran are the notabÌe
exceptions. While both Church and schools use and interpret a

written text in varying degrees, the sinilarities between the
religious document and the text as a socially constructed document

end with respect to their form, content, and utilization.
In the classroom, textbooks are seen as references which

provide a structure and model for teachers to communicate

conceptual inforrnation, together with the facts of rrvrhatrr and rho\irr

(Anderson, L993; HegJ-e, i-991). Textbooks emerge frorn the work of
noted scholars in the development of content. psychologists and

top educators are also consulted in the development of the product
(schubert, 1987)5. For these and other reasons, the text is
regarded as the modeÌ which teachers should follow to educate

students into their future roles as functioning, competent, and

employable citizens.

5 According to Myers (L992, p. 7), who cites the work of ziman(1984), textbooks are near the end of the process of accreditation
beginning with journar articles and articres, then reviewart,icles, and finalty t,extbooks and encyclopedia articles. Myerswrites that rrat each stage in the process of accreditation fäwer

and fewer claims remain, but the ctaims that do remain become moreestablished as factfr (p. 7). one l-evel of interpretation raised byMyers on this development is that of discourse: rrAuthors oitextbooks try to arrange currently accepted knowledge into a
coherent who1e, whereas journal articles try to make ths strongestpossible clain for which they think they can get agreement'r (p. g).
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Can the act of approaching a textbook be equated to reading a

book or poem? on one level of interpretation, there is an obvious

relationship between the reader and writer: any written text
involves an interaction between r¡riter and reader (Hyland , L994, p.

239). Literary theorists view reading and writing as reciprocal
acts that remain unfinished until completed by their reciprocal
(scholes, 1985; Fish, t9B4). Àccording to stanley Fish (1984), the
Iiterary text - poem or book - will not stand still because there
is no such thing as rrthe text., The text is only, and always, a
figrment of the interpreter's imagination. ÀccordingLy, the
interpreter becomes important in the reading process at a very
early point. The interpretation is never totally free but always

linked by such prior acquisitions as language, generic norms,

social patterns, and beliefs (Scholest L1BS, p. 153).

Like students, teachers do not encounÈer as blank states the
content of textbooks. Bowers (L992) interprets this encounter

along the folì-owing lines: ,Every person brings a set of
preunderstandings that reflect the interplay of his or her own

interactions with the hidden cultural patterns acquired through
sociarization to the primary curturer, (p. L221. such a

deconstructive and reinterpretive model developed by literary
critics has been extended into the classroom. The research has

been transrat.ed into practical instructional strategies
especially advocates of literacy-based approaches to reading
instruction (Harris, 1993, p. 269). The relationship between the
text and writing strategies have been employed in educational
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practices under such approaches as reader response, reading
processes, schema theory, whole language, process writing, and

emergent literacy.
Do similar interpretative processes occur for the reader of

the school textbook as a poem or novel? The degree to which such

an interpretation described by literary critics is given to the
textbook is recognized to be occurring, but not on the same scale
given to a poem, novel, ot short story. The reasons for this can

be atÈributed to the structure, form, language, and content of the
textbook (casterl, Luke, and Luke, j-ggg). The assurned position of
authority and neutrarity of the textbook can be seen as a

manifestation of the learning that occurs in the cLassroom. The

sequential representation of knowledge is authorítarian and rather
encycJ-opedic: it puts the student in a passive position in the
Iearning process which often stifles criticisrn and analysis
(Personal communication, Ken osborne, December, tgg|).

The language of the textbook has been further interpreted by

Bowers as perpetuating and emphasizing l,Iestern values of
individuarism, modernism, progress, science, and technology. The

increasing expansion of these l{estern ideas into Third WorId

countries is viewed as escalating the values of anthropocentricism
and contributing to the world's environmental crisis (Bowers I Lg92l

P. 118). Seen in this light, therefore, silences are not only the
biases of a textbook towards the equal representation of women or
ninorities; silences also incrudes the textuar layers of
anthropocentricism, a language which perpetuates a particular set
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of values, and occupied position of assumed authority and

neutrality.
The utility of textbooks has been identified along the

following structural lines:

i) texts are summaries often in simplified form ofselected topics,
ii) textbooks contain the knowledge that is necessary forenculturaÈion,

iii) textual content is organized in a model that is highlyorganized and structured, and

iv) many textbooks incorporate learning activities orsuggestions for further study.

Instructionally, textbooks serve as a teacherrs guide by stressing
the irnportant aspects of a topic and condensing information into a

singre, compact form. (Flanagan, 19g1, p. 10). For those teachers
working in schools that have poor libraries and lack resources, the
importance of the textbook becomes that much more critical
(Personal communication, Ken osborne, December, ]'gg4).

The text can also be a self-contained teaching unit. Indeed,
textuar materiar has the potential to teach a lesson, a topic, or
even a course. According to Newton (L990) it frees teaching and

learning from the spoken word:

ttTt is portabre, tolerant of abuse, patient, and wirl fit inwith many teaching strategies; it óan be operated withoutexpertise, and it can enter into a private communication withone student. At its best, it rivals the teacher ineffectiveness. used in independent study it is theteacher....The text as teacher is a useful metãphor since itprovides a framework for discussing the role of all text andwhat it provides, whether it iJ teacher-prepared and/or
commercially producedtt (p. 9, L2).
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We may nod in agreement to this staternent but question the authorrs
interpretation. The arguments raised by the Socio-Cultural/Socio-
Political Critical theorists are important in this regard. For

these theorists, the textbook must be seen as a document that is
much more than the words and ideas on the page. The text and

teacher impart inplicit messages about a culture. Having said
that, one cannot deny the historical importance which textbooks
occupy, and continue to dominate, in our culture.

The instructional use of the textbook as a written document

for reference has been traced back to the civilizations of Ancient
Egypt, Greece, Rome, and china where the text was used by teachers
as a resource for practice, copying, and instruction in reading
(Newton, t99O, p. L7-L9; FIanagâDr 1981, p.3). The most

traditional exarnple of content as subject matter is found in the
recture (schubert, t987, p. 21,3). rt was during the fifteenth
through seventeenth century that saw the main teaching in schools

directed towards literacy especially Latin with textual
material firmly established as a teachi-ng aid and as a teacher-
substitute (Newton, 1900, p. 2L'). From the ¡niddte of the fifteenth
century to the dawn of the Twentieth century, the print, medium was

the virtually unchallenged vehíc1e for the dissemination of ideas

and preservation of important intell-ectual concepts (Flanagan,

1981, p. 3). rrThe advent of printing, and later textbooksrr writes
schubert (L987, p. 2L3), Itbrought a neh¡ form for subject-matter
delivery. I{orkbooks and ditto sheets are the new modes of subject
matter presentation in the last twenty five years and are a
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mainstay of cLassroom life. r' Flanagan (1981) and others (Newton,

1990; Britton, 1983, p. viii) have noted that white the emergence

of different media in the twentieth century such as firms,
laserdiscs, overheads, firrnstrips, calcurators, terevision, vcRs,

and the microcomputer - have lessened the dominance of print, books

and other printed materials continue to occupy a focal role in
Canadian and American classrooms. Indeed, for those teaching in
l{estern, industrialized nations, the instructional materials
available to elementary and secondary schools has not radically
changed the way teachers teach and students learn in the electronic
classroom6.

Many textbooks and their auxiliary materials appear to be

based on a theory of learning that considers content and its
sequencing the most important determinant of learning. Teacherst
guides and curricurar documents tend to advocate both a

technocratic approach and overtry progressive method (Luke, Luke,

and castel-I, 1988, p. L77). According to Luke, Luke, and castelr
(le88):

rfThe technocratic rationale that all modern products and
modes of human labour can be ordered on a riñear scale ofproçfress and developrnent - inbued both the positivist sciencesof educational research and the business oi modern publishing
with a perpetuar tradition of the nev¡. Thus, stùdents are
asked to recall content or to appry procedures to demonstrate

6 The influence and inpact of the computer revolution at alllevels of society is ¡¡ithout equal in the last twenty years. The
success of computers in the education process has been trumpeted by
some social commentators as heralding in a ne$r age of rãarning-.
However, Bowers (L993, 1992) has commented on the non-neutrality ófthis technology.
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that they can reproduce the content in a form that is correct.Then, more content is presented that logically builds on thepreceding contentrr (p. 190) .

To look at the structure of the text itsel-f, one can see a highly
organized and standardized form of knowledge which is presented
under a sequence of headings and titles. It has been said that the
particular writing style of the text does not make reading
pleasurable (Wong and Loveless, 1991).

On another level of textual understanding, the information
that is not contaíned in the text is as revealing, by its
conspicuous absence, to the textrs message as that which is
included. Bov/ers notes that the omissions of culturat patterns of
thinking that are left out of a text are not simpry a matter of
oversight: they result from an anthropocentric mind set. According
to Bor¡ers (L992, p. 148):

rrrf they {publishers} ltere aware of the silences {omissionsto culturar patterns of thinking), they would then face theproblems of reconciling the counter-evidence with mainstreamcultural orthodoxies--but they do not even get to this stage.Unfortunately, many teachers share the same cultural patteins
of thinking that constitute the anthropocentrj-c orthãdoxies,with the result that most attempts to supplement a textbook-centred curriculum will leave the core body of cultural
assumptions intact. rl

It is on this point that the conceptual understanding of silences
has its most critical interpretation when it is equated to the
omission of infornation. Bowers position that textual omissions

result from an anthropocentric framework rather than a conscious

act is an interpretation which raises as many questions as it seeks

to answer. For exampre, how can we - as teachers, publishers, the
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conmunity - begin to respond to the omissions in the textbook if we

are couched in a rfcuÌtura1 pattern of thinking that...results from

an anthropocentric mind set?rr7 The following discussion will
deve1opthe1argestandperhapsmostpopu1ararea
silences as they are discussed in the academic and popular presses.

The position of textual authority j-s increasingly having to
respond to the inclusion and accurate representation, both in
content and style, of marginalized groups: for example, the
concerns of gender, c]ass, race, the disabled, and multicultural
groups representation (Newton, !gg0; Apple, L986; Jenkinson, :-986;

sreeter and Grant, L99o; Lande, Lgg3; Anyon, LgTg). rt shourd be

noted that some of the challenges waged against textbooks have

caused teachers to re-examine what they are doing, thus resulting
in a positive effect (Jenkinson, 1986). rf there is a rrre-

examinationrr by rrsomerr teachers, one may ask as this
investigation will attempt to reveal what form and degree of
textual examination is occurring?

Contemporary textbooks are far from inmutable and leave a lot
unsaid. They are continually reflecting the social practices and

forces at s$¡ay in any historical period. As such, they must be

recognized as documents that will never be cornpÌetely eradicated of
the distortions which are inherent in their construction (o'Brien,

7 The response to this important question is beyond the scopeof this study, but it demands to be rãised and corisidered. rire
yor\ by c.À. .Bowers provides some rneaningful starting points to
begin responding to this question with his insights intõ tihe impactof J-anguage on thought and significance of cross-cultural
understanding.
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1993; Pratt I L972). By extension, knowledge that is continually
changing and expanding lrilr not be, nor can never be, fulry
enshrined in books. All current information and findings cannot be

included in nelt editions of textbooks. If this is a recognized
fact, then up-to-dat,e knowledge can onry be found in a diversity of
journals which are not accessible for comparison by teachers at all
times. To accept the previous statement by l{aite and Colebourn

(L975) as an accurate depiction of reality, the interpretation and

presentation of the textbook by the teacher becomes that much more

significant insofar as the inforrnation contained in the text is a

static representation in a world of fluctuating knowledge and

mediums.

The knowledge contained in the textbook assumes that experts
know whaÈ is best for teachers to teach and l-earners to know.

According to Schubert (1987), this approach to learning Ís relitist
in exerting controt over the education of others without allowing
them to have active participation in their o!ün

learning....Moreover, the position presupposes that personar

experiences and activities of learners both in and out of school

have little bearing upon what they rearn in school. Thus, the
content of learning is a product to be received, not a process to
be experienced (p. 2L4r.rr This receptive learning moder is
exemplified in textbooks through the manner in which knowledge is
presented in a togical and sequential fashion.

Textbooks are largely devoid of anything viewed as

controversial by the social groups who have polÍtical clout in
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local and provinciat arenas of education. This is translated into
the rejection or omission by authors of controversial content.
Controversial subjects and conflicting viewpoints are, however,

realities of one's existence and certainty of modern society. For

example, the race for the structure of the DNA molecule between

I{atson and crick in Engrand, and Linus pauring in the united
States, described in Watson's (1968) The Double Helix, illustrated
not only rrthe most famous examples of a researcher learning not to
berieve all he reads {in textbooks}, rr but also the competitive
elernent of science and research (Myers, 1992, p. 5). According to
shelia Tobias (as cited in The Manitoban, october 26, ]-gg4),
rrscientists dontt do science the way scientists teach science.rl
The process of (scientific) inquiry and investigation is the
fundarnental principre of learning, not a linear, product-based
program.

The world of intellectual discovery and understanding is not
based on model-s that are constructed on fundamentally 1inear and

conflict-free designs. Rather, understanding is based on

experience - an experience that has many perspectives and positions
which change and adapt themselves to new situations. The North
American Treaty organization (N.A.T.o. ) , is held up as a sociar and

political urodel that served a function during the ftCold l{arrf years,

but its rote and purpose has become outdated as ne!.r models emerge

to incorporate contemporary restructuring and alliances. Similar
restructuring is facing the united Nations (u.N. ) which is having

to rework its foundations in response to increasing calls for the
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U.N. to take a more active, rather than passive, role in conflict
mediation and disputes. Such reconceptualizations can also be

interpreted on the curricular plane where teachers and textbook
publishers are having to address issues related to rnulticultural
concerns, non-Western forms of knowledge, international issues, and

arternative ways of learning. For some critics, the existing
curriculum must respond to the changes that are taking place on a

national and globa1 scale. As economic and social structures are
restructuring their direction and focus in response to pressures
from within and without their organizations, cornmentators are
asking similar questions of the schooL curriculurn that is seen to
be dated and failing in its reliance upon the rrtried and Èruerl

models that no longer serve as they once did for so many years
before.

The foregoing argument can be extended to the issues that
revolve around Western constructs and conceptions of knowledge. In
particular, we may ask educators if they are cognizant of the
silences in textbooks towards non-Western ways of knowing and

textual amplification of liberal traditions, Western conceptions of
modernism, and messages of anthropocentricisrn (Bowers, tgg3). Luke

(1988r p. 30) responds indirectly to this point when he carrs
attention for individuals to look at how titerary and linguistic
forms of textual expression convey particular ídeological messages

and create particular ideorogicar effects. For example, ân

alternative to the western conceptions of truth, authority,
knowledge, and individualisn in schools is suggested by Meltzoff
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(7994) by looking through the ,lens of Buddist thought and

practice. rl

An analysis of curricurar content has been shown to be

ideologically biased towards the interests of dominant socio-
econornic groups in industrial and post-industrial societies. Luke

(1988, p. 27) explains this position when he writes:

rrThe.principal method of curricular criticisrn has been, andremains, the juxtaposition of officiar textbook versions ofsociar .and ^poriticar relations, history and conceptualcategories with revisionist social-history and arternãtiveviews of social, economic, and political cùIture.rt

In fact, one need not only look to the ilhidden'r curriculum that is
beÍng taught by the teacher and through the textbook in the
classroom: the rrhiddenr rt ideorogical messages of a societies
dominant culture are also imparted through the mediums of the
popurar culture such as television, movies, magazines, and music

(Robinson, 1979).

Some of the more recent studies and research into the text as

a socially constructed document have revealed a resource that, is
not only partial and subjective, but one that implicitly represents
the culture's dorninant sociar, poritical, and economic vaLues.

Both rrsocial sciencerr and frsciencert texts have been identified as

representing a biased viewpoint. The following silences are
frequently cited in the academic and popular journals as the most

recognizable and partial issues which face educators and the
conmunity alike. It should be noted that the recognition and
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interpretation of the ensuing textual
to the conmon conceptions of biases,

the textbook:

silences are not restricted
censorship, or omissions in

i) fostering negative images towards vromen (Bardwin andBaldwin, 1992; Lande, 1990);

ii) presenting an incomplete, sometimes derogatory, picture
of those social groups that are not privireged by thè eóonomic
and sociar patterns in society (Manitoba rndian Brotherhood,
1972; Dick, L982, Anyon, 1979) ¡

iii) representing a preponderance of American and Britishcontent in school- texts (which also permeates the popurarpress) at the expense of canadian, and particularly regiònaI,content (Dick, L982, Robinson, L979) ¡

it)_ perpetuating Eurocentric concepts (Sugnet et al., l_993);
and

v) failing to represent alternative viewpoints of aperspective, such as the theories of creãtionism andevorutionism in science textbooks, human reproduction, and arrwide range of ethicar and environmentar issues related to
science and technorogy.rr (woodward and E1líott, Lggo, p. L4g¡Nelkin, 1977) .

The list of textual bias and analysis could be extended as the
number of studies and expositions has, and continues, to reveal
both the lit.erary and visual sirences to marginalized groups,

interests, and concernss. rt, is berieved that more sil-ences, and

8 As an aside, the banning of popular books from the reading
lists in public school systems is a practice that is often foundeã
on interest gfoups' opposition towards a book's content, language,or a combination of both. Some of the more conmon works that hãve
been removed from a schoolts curriculum include: rrThe Divinersr,rrof Mice and Menrr, *Huckreberry Finnrr, The catcher in the Rye,r,rrSuffer the Childrenrf , and tfThe TaIe of Peter Rabbit.rt curiouéIy,
the removal of frThe Tale of Peter Rabbittt from all London, nnglañd
schools in the 1980s vras predicated on the grounds the storyportrays |tonly niddle class rabbitstt (The l^finnipeq Sun, February
26, 1995, rrOffensive lines make some of the best readingrr).
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related questions to the research topic, wilr be added to the
rayers outlined in this research as they are raised in the
questionnaire and interview with post-graduate teachers.

A question that arises from the prior research is to ask

t'eachers whether they recognize these particular textual omissions
and particular ideological representations contained in the
textbook. some of the existing research into this question has

found that the vast majority of teachers are not only rrpassive and

uncritical technicians ready to dj-sseminate knowledge in an

authoritarian tradition, r but also share the same viewpoints as the
assigned textbooks (Gottfried and KyIe, LggZ; Batdwin and Ba1dwin,

L992') . such f indings prornpÈ one to ask what underlying messages

are being conmunicated to students by the teacher and textbook. ff
teachers do not recognize textual silences, and teach to the text,
what perceptions and varues of the world, their country, and

themselves are being instilled in learners? ff textbooks are

supplemented' are the secondary resources irnplicitly and explicitly
reinforcing the messages contained in the first text? ff teachers
do recognize textual silences, how are educators responding to
them?

In response to the direction that the discussion is leading -
primarily Socio-Cultural/Socio-Politica1 Critical in focus it
could be argued that while ideological biases and silences should

be recognized and perhaps highlighted, they shoutd not be

overemphasized by the teacher in the classroom. That is, teaching
to the text does not really matter if one acknowledges the larger
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issues of student need, education, and citizenship in a fragmented,

post-modern world. More to the point, textual analysis and

interpretation along the lines developed under the term silences
should not be a major consideration as long as the instruction in
the classroom is devoted to the curriculum contained in the
textbook.

Writers such as E. D. Hirsch (L987) and Harold Bloom regard
the text, and teacher as an important mediator of textual content,
as representing an important body of knowledge that contains the
highest and most important information which one should acquire.
Ïn response to their critícs who charge them with instilling in
students a distinctly Western, middle-class information base, these

writers would nod in the affirmative. Hirsch and Bloom would

acknowledge their critic's interpretation of their work as being

essentially true; contending, hovlever, that such a body of
knowledge, whil-e culturally biased, has universal rneaning for all
segrments of the population. Bloom, Hirsch, and others contend that
some marginalized groups (notably imrnigrants) want to be instructed
in this particular cultural tradition so they can enter into and

participate in the economic and political system which they are

excluded in practice, but not theory. By receiving a western

curriculum and value system, marginalized groups and individuals
can enter and partícipate in the social arena which is inherently
niddle-class in form and focus. This argument can be extended

further along Gramscian lines which asserts that to become part of

- or institute change t¡ithin - a system, one must first enter into
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the structure to irnplement change, rather than attempting to change

an institution or social policy from the outside.
The assinilationist position advanced by Hirsch and Bloom is

articulated in a sinilar manner by Arthur M. schlesingêt, in The

Disuniting of America (tggz), who responds not to the form of
marginalized groups representation in textbooks, but the content of
their representation which he sees as sternming from an inaccurate
historical explanation. on a larger scale of interpretation,
Schlesinger is concerned for the culture of the United States which

he sees as disintegrating around hin. In response to this apparent

cultural and societal collapse, Schlesinger, and other writers such

as Dinesh D'Souza and Diane Ravitch, is calling for a curriculum
that imparts national values along the lines of shared cuttural
goals. According to this perspective, the focus of a curriculum
should be based on a conmon culture that unites all individuals
rather than dividing people based on their particular ethnic
distinction or economic circumstances. A nationrs unity would not
be served if each and every marginalized group , or silence of the
textbook' were given a voice in the curriculum or raised by the
teacher in the crassroom.e To adopt such a poricy wourd be to

e A letter to the editor of a local Canadian newspaper (The
winnipeg sun, october 30, tgg4-) stated: rr wourd rike Lo- see-theMulticulturar Act scrapped and the Çz+ million in grant.s put tobetter use...Grants to ethnic aroups to preserve cultureã fromdifferent countries that were left, uehind should not be theresponsibilities of the canadían governmenÈ. rf people have
imrnigrated to Canada and become frCanaãiansrr they should be-learningto fit into our society, and if they chooLe to teach theiichil-dren, that should be financed by tñose peopre in any mannerthey choose...r believe that the people who imrnigrated tó Canada
shourd be called frcanadiansrr and not some hyphenated name....r'm
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acknowledge Èhe differences among people rather than the
similarities they share. For these theorists, it would be a grave

injustice if marginalized individuals were told that their socio-
economic or cultural position was one that did not receive the full
entitlements of representation and equality in a theoret,ically
liberal and democratic society. Louis Sullivan captures this
thought in the following quotation:

t'Tor young people growing up in otherwise unfavourablecircumstances, 'valuesr pave the road out of poverty. Thetragic truth is that the language of t'victimizãtiont'- is thetrue victimizer - a great crippler of young minds. To teachthat their lives are governed - not by-their own actions butby socio-economic forces or government forces or othermysterious and fiendish forces Èeyond their control is toteach our children negativism, passivity, resignation, anddespairtt (from a speech, Readerrs Digest, 'wovembãr, 
1-994, p.

107).

If the teacher is socializing students in a rrthousand different
waysrr - Itimplicitly and expricitly, by what they say and do as werÌ
as by what they do not sayt a defining instrument for the
teacherrs manifestation of a particular perspective of
socialization ís argued to revolve around their use of the text.
To adopt a position similar to that of Àrthur M. Schlesinger and

E.D. Hirsch is to inpart to students a particular definition of
knowledge, sociar interaction, and definition of a culturar
cornmunity. on the other hand, to respond to the text as a socially
constructed document, the educator is raising the studentrs
av¡areness - and response - to the descriptive, as well as r¡hiddenr,

certain f will be ca11ed racist,
black granddaughterr you can call

but as a status fndian with a
me whatever you like.rt
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forces of society. I{hatever stance the teacher adopts with
reference to the textbook, ideological values are conveyed to the

student (and received by the teacher from textbooks). The

teacherts employment of the textbook must be seen, therefore, as a

significant influence upon the learner,s socialization and cul-tural
understanding.

The analysis thus far has been one couched in a rrl,lesternrl

context. The discussion could also be extended to the educational

situation in developing and non-western nations. rn an age of
internationalization across economic, political, and social lines,
it is curturalry reductive not to address a topicrs theme in a

globar perspective. The increasing move towards globaI
understanding and interaction demands that this, and other
educational or cultural themes, be extended to the international
arena.

rn the last, eight years the focus of study has shifted, in
form - but not content - from the interaction between the teacher-
student-textbook, to an analysis of the textbook itself and the
gIobaI, rnulti-million dollar industry from which it emerges (Appre,

1986; ÀppIe, L99O; Driscoll et êI., L994; Christian-Smith, 1990;

Altback, 1990). For many nations in the Third !{orld, the textbooks

that are used are frequently produced outside their country which

often refrect foreign varues especially those of the major

industriarized nations. According to Altback (1991, p. z4z, zs6),

it is the United States which tt...still influences the rest of the

world rnuch more than it is influenced by it, in terms of
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educational research and the production and distribution of
textbooks.rr In developing and Third world countries, where there
is a shortage of qualified teachers, the textbook constitutes the
unquestioned base of t{estern school-knowledge (Altback and KeIly,
1988r P. 3-5). Education publishing houses are successfully
increasing their inroads into developing nations.

T^rhile this all too brief discussion into an international
perspective Ís not the central focus of this research, it demands

to be raised to illustráte the scope of textual and pedagogical

issues which extend beyond the borders of North America. It rnust be

assumed that globalization will continue to witness the expansion

of Western values into non-industrialized and developing nations.
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Chapter IV

The Use of tbe Resources

The foregoing analysis has developed the elements and

relationship between the role of the teacher and silences in the
textbook. It t¡as argued in the previous sections that the
relationship between the teacher and textbook in the classroom is
a complex one. Three prirnary levels of interpretation $¡ere

developed from the literature as they relate to the questJ-on of
this study:

À. The teacherrs pedagogy is shaped by the institution
educators are situated in, but the pedagogy is also
deterrnined by the ínstructorrs ownideologyi

B. The textbook is a useful resource for all
stakeholders, yet recognized to be a socially constructed
document which contains biases; and

c. The textbook should be supplemented with topics and
mediums from the popular culture so as to link the
classroom's themes to the cultural community and address
textual silences.

It is not constructíve, hov/ever, to sirnply raise the shortcomings

of an issue r.¡ithout also addressing possible alternatives to the
matter in question. À failure to address the pedagogical responses

to textual silences wourd be to engage in speculative, nental
gfnnastics without practical application. The focus of this study

is, therefore, not onry to solicit post-graduate teacher's
recognition of textual silences, but to also ask how the teachers

are responding to textual silences in the crassroom. The

succeeding section will raise a prirnary area of focus which the

teacher couLd respond to the textual silences, namely:
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supplementing the textbook with naterials from the popular culture.
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The Textbook and popular Cultures A Fitting Union?
Itr don't know a rot, but r know the difference between right
and wrong. rr -George Bernard Shaw, Major Barbala

The quoÈation by Shaw re¡ninds one of related aphorism which
rhetoricalry ask: who is judging the judges? !{ho is poricing the
police? and Who is watching the potiticians? A similar question
on the curricular plane can be asked of a teacherrs perception and

emploYment of the textbook: ['Iho decides what knowledge is
inportant at the expense of other viewpoints the teachersr,
publishers', or school boardsr? How do teachers perceive the
textbook as a resource for instruction in the classroorn? How is
the textbook used by the teacher in the classroom as the curricular
document for instruction? ff the textbook is supplemented with
outside resources, what are the educatorrs reasons for taking such

a move, and how are they irnplemented in the class? Are different
types of student intelligences incorporated by the teacher into the
instruction of the textbook? rt is believed that these questions
could be responded to by the public school teachers on a number of
practical and theoretical leve1s. The response to these questions

surrounding curricular content and textual silences will provide a

glirnpse into:

i) the teacher's ideological position,
ii) the curricular orientation that occurs in the cl-assroorn
through the teacher's perception and use of the textbook, and

iii) an insight into the direction of the teacherrs focus asa reflection of the culturers zeitgeist.
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If the textbook is the reference and resource for the teacher, what

is the role of other media and thernes in the classroom?

Specifically' are teachers supplementing the textbook with other
resources and cultural topics in their instruct,ion outside of those
raised in the text? If schools are to be linked to society through
Íts preparation of democratic, criticat citizens, how are teachers
and textbooks preparing students for such an integrative and

perceptive role in society? Is it. the teacher's and textbookrs
role to address the seeningly objective reporting and themes in the
popular cuÌture? should the mediums and topics of the poputar

culture be brought into the classroom to supplement or critique the
knowledge presented in the textbook? Can teachers move in the
direction of critical knowledge by supplementing the textbook with
popular material that defines the experiences which students live?
One would respond affirrnatively to these questions if there is a

conscious conviction to develop a closer link between school-based

knowledge and the popular culture, as well as a desire to have at
the educator's hands a resource to address the textual silences.
Àccording to Peter Mcl,aren (in Educationar Researcher , L993) z

trPopular culture is one of the rnost important sites forbuilding a curriculum, because it's the Èerrain that oftencuts across class differences (although certain formatj-ons ofpopurar curture are rinked to class, race, and gender
formation) and it's something that young people take serlously
in forming their identitiesr' (p. 3b).

In a culture where students passively receive, and are influenced
by, a barrage of conflicting images and misinformation from a

variety of mediums outside the school, few social institutions
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provide individuals a framework to critically assess these

messages. Indeed, it is in the domain of the popular culture that
represents the shifting images of information and values. outside
the schoolts artificially controlled environment, students are
inundated with conflicting, often contradictory, J-rnages from the
popular media. the rrreal-liferr messages frorn magazines, nusic
videos and recordings, and tetevision (with a proposed five-hundred
channel selection) are seen to have little or no relation to the
textual material and topics raised in the classroom. Adolescent
disil-lusionment, angst, and pessimism towards their present
situation and future outrook strikes a strong contrast, even

discontinuity, to the logical, linear, and conflict-free education
communicated by the teacher and textbook. Educators could begin,
therefore, by drawing a connection between the silences in both of
these mediums: the print-based knowtedge presented in school
textbooks and the visual-auditory information dispJ-ayed in the mass

media. Hence, the critical conscious-raising, or recognition of
sirences, for teachers and students does not remain in the
classroom, but extends to the popular culture where sirnilar
silences can be addressed and linked to the context of the schoolrs
textbook.

The knowledge monopoly that was created by printing for the
past four hundred years (which teachers were a part of) is noh¡

witnessing a break-up of that nonopoly from the mediums in the
popular cul-ture (Postman, !992, p. 10). Despite the plethora of
other visual mediums that are now commonplace in our industrialized
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- and, increasingJ-y, non-industrialized - societies, the extent to
which the printed text is witnessing a decline in the classroom as

the dominate medium of instruction remains questionable. Twenty

years âgo, Ryder (as cited in waite and corebourne, L97s, p. 23)

found that slides, films, radio, and television hrere not accepted

alongside print as the primary source of information and experience
to be used by students and teachers. This was confir¡ned in a LgTg

survey which revealed that 88? of the teachers viewed textbooks as

highly valuabl-e instructional materials. 9Oå of the same teachers
rat'ed books as highly valuable instructional materials (Flanagan,

198L, p. 4).

A number of social commentators have debated the influence of
the mass media in terms of its role and effect on schools,
teachers, and textbooks (Jackson et al. 1996; Giroux and simon,

1988r' Postman, L99z; postman and paglia, 1991_). The controversy
over the influence and importance of the mass media continues to
grow in scope and fervour in a number of public forums. postman

(L992) captures this confrontation between a continuously shifting
medium of ideas in the popurar curture (from the frick of the
television dialr or click of the computer rmouserrr or
instantaneously change of songs on a compact disc) to an

essentially static nedium of print which is alien to the student's
experience outside school:

rr...The collision in schoorsr âs ersewhere {in politics, inreligion, in. commerce), where two great technàIog1es confront
each other in uncomprornising aspect for the control of thestudents' minds. on the one hand, there is the worrd of theprinted word with its rogic, sequence, history, exposition,
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objectivity, detachment, and discipline. on the other hand,there is the world of television with its ernphasis on imagery,narrative, . presentness, simultaneity, intimâcy, inneãialegratification, and quick emotional response. children come toschool having been deepry conditioned by the bias oftelevision. There, they encounter the world of the printed
wordrr (p. 16).

The print media requires a person to sit at a table, consume ideas

from left to right, and make judgernents of truth and falsehoods.

By its nature, reading teaches us to reason. Television, and other
auditory or visual forms, works against this l-inear tradition
through its random and unconnected inages which breaks the habit of
logic and thinking (postrnan and pagtia I Lggo; postman, rgg2).
Bowers has noted that this division between school and out-of-
school experiences began at an early age and continues until
graduation from pubric school (tggz) . According to Bowers (Lggz,

p. I22), children move frorn a home environment that is prirnarily
oral to a classroorn environment where academic success depends upon

learning to think and communicate in patterns associated with
literacy.

For Postman (1991), education has a rore to play in supplying
the rest of culture that other insÈitutions and mediums are not
supplying: rf...the only defence against the seductions of images

{in te}evision and other visual/auditory forms} is a literate
educationrr (p. 45). The school is the one institution in culture
that should present a different world-view: a different way of
knowing, of evaluating, of assessing. postman maintains this
position in the following quotation: rrf school becomes so

overwhelned by entertainment's metaphors and metaphysics, then it
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becomes not content-centred but attention-centred like televisionrt
(lee1).

rn contrast to the position articurated by postman, the
popular culture is víewed by Giroux and sirnon (1988) as

representing a significant pedagogical site that rrraises irnportant
questions about the elements that organize the basis of student
subjectivity and ex¡rerience, (p. 11). Giroux and simon (19g8)

stress the fundamental importance of linking the classroom to the
popular culture, and 'silences' that can be raised in both contexts
(individually or in conbination):

ItAt first glance, the relationship between popular culture andclassroom pedagogy may seen remote. popular culture isorganized around preasure and fun, while peaagogy is definedlargely in instrumental terms. Popular culture iê located inthe terrain of the everyday, whire pedagogy generally
legitimates the language, codes, and values õt-Ëne-doninanLcurture. Popular culture is appropriated by students andhelps authorize the voices of the adult world, the world ofteachers and school administratorsr (p. 11).

Relatedly, c. Paglia (1991) repties to postman's ideological
position by shifting paradigrmatically in focus to the method of
textual reading and writing which is not a universally appropriate
technique for expression or understanding in all learners. On this
point, educators are sometirnes criticized for knowing their
subjects but not knowing their students. Robbins (19g6) captures

this concern:

trThe greatest problem in education is that teachers d.on/t knowthe strategies of their students. They donrt know the
combinations to their student,s vaurts....up tilr no$/, our
educatíona1 process has been geared to what students should
learn not how they can best learn itil (p. 2SO).
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To focus on the written text in the class, therefore, is to deny

and suppress the abilities of many other types of intelligence in
students such as their linguistic, musical, Iogica]-mathematical,
spatiar, bodily, kinesthetic, and personar interligence based on

sociar skilrs.ro For paglia (1991), the mass media simply cannot

be turned off to adolescents by parents or teachers: it is the
culture that influences and permeates aII sectors of society, from
politics to the church. Às such, the popular curture should be

responded to as a relevant medium of information, and possibly
expression, in the classroom.

The tension and conflict between textbook-based school
knowledge and the messages imparted through the mediums of the
popular culture presents a real dilemma for teachers who must act
as mediators beÈween the forms of school knowledge and those
represented in society. As was suggested before, the resolution
of such a predicament is often a compromise between individual and

institutional demands, with the forner making more concessions than
the latter. The degree to which teachers use the mediums and

images in the popular culture to supprement or highlight the
silences in the school textbook will be raised in the interviews.

r0 Along these lines, one may ask how one t,eaches (and
measures) the ttintelligencefr of Michael Jordanrs manoeuvre's on Èhebasketball court to other ball players; how one instruct,s Gretzky'splays and moves on the ice to other hockey prayers; or teacñesCharlie Parker's improvisations on the saxopnonê tó other musicians(Maclean's, L994)? Each individual is bestowed with hisown
uniqueness and ways of seeing things and learning. ft is incumbent
upon educators to recognize this in their students and tap intotheir learnerst individual uniqueness.
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Chapter V

Research l.tetbodology

the survey v¡as constructed for a particular sample population:

University of Manitoba graduates from the curriculum courses in
either of the two curricurum studies programs. As such, it was

assumed that the respondents share a sinilar background with
respect to their understanding of the concepts and terminology

associated with the I'hidden'r curriculum. A listing of the
individuals who completed the curriculum courses in the respective
programs over the past five years was provided by the course

instructor(s). From the listings, those individuals who are

presently teaching in a public (or private) school system in Canada

r/ere sent the questionnaire.

Three areas vtere structured into the development of the

survey: the individuars' teaching background, their use of the
textbook, and the educators' recognition of textual silences. A

final question concluded the questionnaire which asked the
respondents if they would be willing to participate in a follow-up
oral interview. For those individuals that agreed to an int,erview

by including their name and telephone number, their survey was used

for reference in the interview.

The development of the eleven, serni-structured interview
questions arose from the survey to address: i) the respondents,

recognition of textual silences, ii) interpretation of textual
silences, and iii) how the educator is responding to the silences
t¡ith resources from the popular culture. The respondents in the
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interview were told that all their responses given in the oral
int,erviev¡ were kept strictly confidential and their names would not
be used in reporting the results.

The results from the surveys and ínterviews were compared to
the literature and analyzed individually and collectively to arrive
at an understanding of teachers, perceptions of textual silences
and use of the textbook in the classroom. Interpretations of the
questionnaire and personal interviews are reported in the final
chapter following the reporting of the educators, responses to the
research question in chapter seven. Recommendations conclude this
research.
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llbe University of t-tanitoba
Faculty of Edueation

Departnent of Curriculum
Eu¡nanities and Social Sciences (cHsS)

Survey euestionnaire: iluly, 1995

The questions in this survey refer to your perception andemplolment of the textbook as a teacher in Lfre classróon. Thissurvey wilr take about, fifteen (15) minutes to conplete. your
answers will be.of great help in the development oi my thesis.Your resþonses wilr Èe kept cornpretely confidåntiar.

For the purpose of this research, f am investigating how the publicschool teacher uses the textbook in the classroon witfr respèct tothe biases, omissionsr or ,sirencesr in the textbook.- Therecognition and response of textual tsilences, by the teacher is anarea of the rrhiddenrr curriculum which I am studying. As graduates
from the curriculum courses in the CHSS prograrn ana C¡ngS program,your observations into the textbook as a- socially conétructed
document which transmits social values to the studenf,s, âs weII as
? body of knowledge, wilr add further insights into this area ofinquiry.
1. Àre you

a. ( ) male
b. ( ) female

2. Check the graduate-Ievel curriculum courses you have completedat the University of Manitoba.

a. ( ) Perspectives on Curriculum (63.734)
b. ( ) Curriculum Theory and Design (63.735)
9. ( ) Research .â,pplications in Curriculum (ogL.7L7)
d. ( ) Curriculum: Advanced Theory and Management

( 081. 718 )e. ( ) Study of Teaching (}BL.7ZZ)

3. Did you study
graduate-Ievel
Manitoba?

the concept of the rrhiddenr curriculum in thecurriculum courses at the University of

yes
no

a. ()
b. ()



4. How many

a.
b.
9.

d.
e.

ars

)
)
)
)
)

ye

(
(
(
(
(
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have you been teaching?

1 year
2 to 3 years
4 to 6 years
7 to 10 years
More than 10 years

five years, has your teaching
substitution? (Check as many

Fu11-time
Part-time
Substitution
Other

been full-tíme,
as applicable. )

5.

6.

ïn the l-ast
part-time, or

a. ()
b. ( )
c. ()
d. ()

ïn the
public

7. What level- of

a.
b.
c.
d.
ô

a.
b.
c.
ô
f.
g.

last five years, have you
school? (Check as many

( ) Public school
( ) Private school
( ) other

been teaching in a private or
as applicable. )

a.
b.
c.

()
()

instruction do you presently teach?

Early years (N/K - 4)
MiddLe years (5 B/9)
Senior years (9/IO t2)
Àdu1t/post-secondary
Other

Language arts/Eng1ish
Social studies/history and/or geography
Mathematics/science
Languages
fntegrative subject matter (early/middle
years)
Other

8. What subject-area(s) do you presently teach?
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For the folloving questions, consider one subject-area tbatyou instruct in vbich tbere iE a requirea text¡ook you arefaniliar.
9. Identify a textbook you are familiar with:

TitIe
Author (s)

10- Was the previously^ identified textbook (question #9. ) your ownselection or provided by the school_?

a. () personalselection
b. ( ) provided by the school
c. ( ) other

11. Approximately how frequently do you use the textbook in theclassroom?

a. ( ) always
b. ( ) often
c. ( ) sometimes
d. ( ) seldom
e. ( ) never

L2- How satisfied are you with the content in the textbook you areusing?

a. () verysatisfied
b. ( ) satisfied
c. ( ) neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
d. ( ) dissatisfied
e. ( ) verydissatisfied

13- How often do you supplement the textbook with outsideresources and themes in the classroom?

a. ( ) always
b. ( ) often
c. ( ) sometimes
d. ( ) setdom
e. ( ) never
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]-4- A) Check the area(s) from the following list that reflect
any of the /sirences' in the textbook you are now using.(rf none of the 'silences' apply, próceed to the neitquestion. )

{The tem 'SILENCES'was adopted to represeü a broad ronge of iruerpretations which
social cotwnentators h"ave atributed to school tøctboolcs in theír a,nnlysii of the 'hídden"
currículutn. 'SILENCES'will be conceptually defined along the línes of textual biases,
stereorypíng, textual omissíons to conflicting and cowrary perspectives, ínaccurate
representation of social groups, as well as a ruunber of other thcm¿s. The term
'SILENCES'was adopted over other expressioru srch as'biaso, "prejudice", end
'censorship' because of íts relatively objective conrntarton when understanding the
lextbook. 'SILENCES', thereþre, wcts adopted for its scope of interpretaion *n¡cn
includes the prevíously mentioned concepts as well as other perspectives- when analyzing
the school textbook. Theþllowing areas have been identified by some writers as textuat
'SILENCES' ín school textbool<s.)

()

()

absence of controversial
content and themes;

or conflicting

unequal and inaccurate representation ofgroups such as gender, race, class, and the
disabledr'

silence to non-Western experiences,information, and ways of knowing;

a language that arnplifies and perpetuates
Western values such as individualisrn,
competition, and modernism;

learning that is presented on a linear modelof sequential development; and

failure,to represent alternative viewpoints on
a position, or equal representation of another
stance.

()

()

()

()

B) To* do y9u respond to these textual- 'silences' in yourinstruction and practice in the classroom?
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rf there are other tsilencest not listed above that youhave identified based on your experience with tnetextbook, briefly describe thern berow. (rf more space isrequired, pÌease write on the back of tnis page.i

15. The intent of this questionnaire lras to keep the responsessurrounding the issues of textua|silenðes, briei andsuccinct. However, there is much more that can be discussed
based on your teaching experience and use of the textbook inthe classroom. rf you are interested in participating in abrief folrow-up interview (30 to 40 rninutãs) regäraini yourperception of textual-'silences'and use of the texLbõot,please include your name and telephone number bel-ow so f rnaycontact you.

Yes ' T- am interested in a brief interview on this
subj ect:

Name

Telephone number

c)

Thank you for taking the tirne to answer these questions. your
responses are valuable and will help with the development of nythesis.
James Badger
June, L995
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Oral Interview Ouestions:

L) I{ould the personal selection
the frequency of textbook
contrast to the selection
institution)?

of a school textbook dictate
use in the classroom {inof the textbook from the

2l How are you arrare of the textual silences you identified
on the survey? {fs it through your ov¡n general knowledge
and understanding, ot were these issues raised during
teacher training? . . .P.D. days?. . .Discussed in curriculum
courses while at graduate school?)

Do you respond to each and every exarnple of textual
silence in your instruction or classroorn exercises?

!{hat are the effects of these silences on learning? That
is, is it irnportant to address textual- silenðes (an
element of the hidden curriculum) in the classroom?

5) what specific resources and/or activities do you have the
students do with respect to the sirences you identified?

6) rs there a lot of outside preparation and research to
address textual silences? How much time do you spend
looking for material to supplement the text¡oof?

3)

4)

7) What resources from the popular culture do
respond to textual sil-ences? Do you feel
culture is a valuable reference to respond
silences? ff not, why?

you use to
the popular
to textual

8) How does the textbook contribute to learning in the
classroorn?

9) l{hat is the teacher's role in using the textbook
teaching?

10) what are some teaching strategies for approaching the
textbook?

11) I{hat is your role as an educator?
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Chapter Vf

Analysis of the Data from tbe Surveys

Sixty-two (62| questionnairesll forty-one women and twenty-

one men - ttere mailed to the individuals in the departments of CHSS

(forty-one surveys) and cMNs (twenty-one surveys) on August 22,

1995. Twenty-nine surveys were returned for a response rate of
472. Àt the same tine as the surveys l¡ere being returned, three
individuats terephoned to express regret that they could not

complete the survey and $/ere, consequently, not returning the forms

for the followinçt reasons:

-one hroman did not feel she had
using the Bible for instruction

-a female health consultant
relevant to her situation as
using a textbook; and

anything to answer as she vras
in a religious studies course;

did not feel the survey was
she !¡as not in the classroom

-a mare vocationar teacher did not know how to answer the
questions and expressed that he did not feel appropriate for
the study.

Follow-up cal1s were made to fifty-two individuals three weeks

after the distribution of the surveys to inquire if "... (they) had

a chance to look at the survey sent outr...or (they) may have

already returned it anonymously. rr Ten individuals vrere noÈ

ll The survey ytas reviewed and accepted by the University of
Manitoba's rrResearch and Ethics Policies and Plocedures conmiltee
of the Facurty of Educationrr on July L9, 1995. The respondents,
names, addresses, and t,elephone numbers for the survey were
obtained frorn the Facurty of Educationrs office. The complete
survey, including the covering letter, is contained in the
Appendix. The letter that was mailed to the respondents containing
the survey also included a self-addressed starnped envelope for the
questionnaire to be returned to my home residence.
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telephoned as they had included their name and telephone number

the returned survey, thereby indicating they wourd be willing
participate in a folIow-up interview.

À number of the individuals replied that they had indeed

returned the questionnaire (anonymously) when they hrere contacted
in the folrow-up telephone calr. rn situations where the
respondent ttas not home, messages vJere left with the household

stating the reason for the calr. Eight. of the individuals
contacted on the telephone listed the following reasons for not
returning the survey:

1) little time to respond to the questionnaire;
2') an ESL (Eng1ish Second Language) tutor who uses a number ofdiverse resources instead of-one single textbook;
3) was not in the crassroom, and was also too busy preparing
their own graduate research;

4) as an educational consultant, the individual was not in the
classroom;

5) did not believe they were an appropriate subject as a gradeone teacher t...uses few textbooks,..lots of õttrer
resourcesrr;

6) a resource teacher who does not use textbooks;

7, a vocational instructor who does not use textbooks in theclassroom; and

8) an individual who was involved in administration capacitiesfor the past seven years.

Forty surveys (6sz) can be accounted from the returned
questionnaires together with the individuals who expressed their
reasons for not returning them in the follow-up telephone calls.
Twenty-two surveys (352) are unaccounted for. of the twenty-nine

on

to
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questionnaires returned, six individuars wrote a short note

explaining their reasons for not answering the survey:

-three women were not in the classroom one is working forthe ontario Ministry of Education, another is a nursL inhealth education, and the third is |tnot a classroom teacher. rl

-a male rfvocational teacher does noÈ use a book in the class;rl
-one woman works in il...speciar areas - Resource, ESL...r and
does not use textbooks ildoesnrt tike themil;

-one r{toman rris no longer in the classroom as (she) recentlystarted a new position and had l-ittle spare time to answer thãquestionnaire. rl

The twenty-three (231 completed surveys were tabulated according to
the questions in the survey (see rfcharts and Graphs, for
reference). The following observations can be made from the
results provided in the survey:

with the exception of two individuars in the departmentof GHSS, the concept of the hidden curriculum v¡aJstudied
by most of the respondents (gLzt fifteen women andeight men - in graduate-leveI curriculum courses at theUniversity of Manitoba.

Many of the individuals who answered the survey (68z) arefull-time, experienced more than seven years
educators working in the public school system.

A significant number of the individuals surveyed (432)
are instructing in the senior years, although five
individuals (222) are in the middre years and five (2221
in adult instruction.
As more fhan one subject area of instruction was selected
by the respondents, it should be noted that frintegrative
subject matterrr and frlanguagesrr received the fewest
selections.

An almost balanced number of i.ndividuars selected their
own textbook (nine) as those individuals who were
provided a textbook by the school (ten). Two respondent,s

1)

2)

3)

4)

s)
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selected the rrotherrf category and wrote: rrreceived by
Board of Educationil and ttPróvincial mandate;r' two did notgive a reason.

The najority of individuars who responded to the question
in-the survey on frequency of textbook use lapproiimatelyg]-z or seventeen out of twenty-one respondents) notedthat they eurploy the t,extbook rroftent (eight individuals
or 382) , or at least rrsometimer (nine individuals or4321. Two respondents did not answer this question; tworralwaystr use their textbook in the classroom.

Ti{!V. percent (so?) of those surveyed (eteven
individuals) are rrsatisfied, with the textbook; six arerrneither satisfied nor dissatisfied., A smarl number(four) are dissatisfied with their textbook. Oneindividual was rrvery satisfied'r with their textbook. one
respondent did not answer this question.

when asked how often the textbook is supplemented with
outside resources and themes in the Classroom, mostpeople surveyed in this research (approxirnately 81å)
responded in strong support: rralwayst (eight indiviãuars)
or rroftenrr (nine individuars) . Four respondents serectedrrsometimes. rl

Question 14 in the survey asked the respondents to check any of the
silences which occur in the textbook they are presently usingl2.

As would be expected, more than one area of textual silence q¡as

selected. fn some cases, all the areas hrere checked while a few

t2 In order to get at the issues surrounding textual silences
and teacher's recognition of thern, a direct, open-ended question
G1a. AlBlc)) was constructed to solicit the rãspondents view onthis question. The reasons for adopting this approach were asfollows: By defining silences in the questionnaire and providing
the six areas of potential textuaÌ silènces, this eleneñt of the
hidden curriculum was imnediately brought to the fore. Nothing is
hidden for the respondent to uncover or unravel for themselves. Assuch, the guestion is direct rather than circuitous so as tosolicit input rather than circumvent the question which was not theintent of the survey. Additionarry, while the survey hoped tosolicit further silences from the ones already identified, -it 

wasarso intended, oD an implicit rever, to raise the respondentrs
consciousness to the issues and layers surrounding textuaf sil-ences
and the hidden curricuLum.

6)

7)

8)
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individuals identified a couple areas. The distribution of the
silences identified by the respondents are listed in the chart
titled, Itsubject Àrea of Instruction.rr (Consult the rrCharts and

Graphsrr section.) Àccording to the respondents' identification of
textual silences in the survey, the following observations can be

made into three weighted areas: (i) rrabsence of controversial or
conflicting content, and themesil, (ii) ilsilence to non-I{estern
experiences, information, and ways of knowingrr, and (iii) rrlearning

that is presented on a linear model of sequential development.r It
should be noted that four individuals in cHSs and one from cMNS

left this question blank and did not identify any areas of textual
silence.

The respondentts identification of textual silences in chart
13 is tetling for it points to the direction in which practising
teachers are conscious of particular silences and perhaps directing
their practice of instruction and classroom interaction. If there
is a recognition of textual silences - as a number of respondents

recorded on the survey - the obvious question to ask educators is
how they are addressing these sirences? specifically, what

resources are used by the educator and what particular areas of
textual silences are responded to in the classroom?

Question 14 B) in the survey asked the respondents to answer

this query by raising the issue explicitly. ft is clear that each

instructor has his/her o!'rn approach to respond to textual sil-ences

in the textbook. The recognition of textual silences by the
educator moves hirn/her to supplernent the textbook with outside
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material from alternative sources such as magazines, filns/videos,
and readings. Additionally, for those educators that responded to
this question in the survey, they r¡iII also address silences in the
textbook by encouraging theír students to engage in debates and

discussions to voice their thoughts and opinions in the particular
or related areas of silences.

The following responses were supplied by the educators with
respect to the pedagogical inquiry of how textual silences are

addressed in the classroom:

rrI use other texts to represent gender (nale) and race
{issues}....We have group discussions about what. is
similar/different between my o$/n and some of my non-l{estern
studentst experience and culture.rl
rrI use materials from nehrspapers, magazines, films, videos and
research projects and communíty resources.rl
11. fnject perspectives gleaned from other sources ifpossible, and 2. Focus on the content ignored about the
development of the theory or concept under discussion. rl

rrUse alternative text sources, debate, discussion activities.
often this is done without revearing to the students my
reasoníng. r prefer to allow then to broaden perspective.
Àttenpts are made to lower students sense of rrtextbook arÂle.rr!t

rJ bring in models that show different v/ays of organizing
information or readings that raise the issue of aisability oi
other excluded themes. Especially, f would bring in newspaper
reports and ask the students to do the same. rr

rfThe current textbook I use covers a broad range of
¡nulticultural groups, styles, time periods, (and) cultures,
however, the information tends to be too sinplistic so I add
additional information when required. Students are able to
interpret what they see according to their own perceptions and
feelings. A cooperative strategy is used to come up with the
f inal product. rl
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rrf{ith respect to Aboriginal content, r was involved as a
consultant on relevant units but am still not satisfied with
overall presentatíon. Aboriginat and other t,minoritytt
perspectives need to be integrated in all areas as opposed Lo
a rrunitrr on their rrcontributionsfr to Canada.rl

[The textbook is a SUPPLEMENTARY resource not the course:
silences must, first, be recognized then responded to. I
respond by presenting other perspectives, bringing in people
who represent other views, developing activities which
challenge students to break free of rigid lines of thought. il
rrSupplement with outside/additional resources eg. R.B.Russell and the Labour Movement (by Professor Ken osborne) . rl

rrr often play Plato and force ny students thinking into areas
of silence. This is very poritical but as my students are
disadvantaged, r encourage a constant crÍtique õr schoor, life
out-of -school, and media. rl

rrDiscussions, supprernentary inf ormation, and sources toprovide other perspectives. Also the opportunity forquestioning what is presented.rl
rrrntroduce al-ternative sides to history via journal articles,
videos, notes, stories. rl

,Às an earry years educator, r am not restricted or required
by any one textbook. My program is activity based, ðnita-
centred, and integrated it is as linited or varied as the
children and cultures represented in my classroom. rl

rrÀs a.prirnary teacher r deal with these areas (of sirences) on
a daily basis as they occur in stories read, material
encountered, etc. These are not areas often focused on in
early years. Any books we come across reflecting these
silences we tend not to use. Ife have no required texts.rl
rrr try to find alternative resources deliberatery presented
from non-traditionar perspectives and present those as werr as
the traditional content. rl

ffstudents have an opportunity to contribute their thought,s and
opínions. Brief reports have been written on stereõtyping,
racism, etc. rl

tt (i) Through discussion, debate, and research.
(ii) Deconstruction of the textbook. rl

According to the responses provided in the survey to question !4,
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each instructor is addressing silences in the textbook through a

variety of direct and indirect approaches. À recurring message

underlying many of these responses is the importance of
supplementing the textbook with alternative resources and

approaches. This point is explored further in the oral interview
where the issue of the popular culture is raised as a critical
re,source for supplementing the textbook.

The final question in the survey , #tA C), asked the
individuals to identify any other area of textual silence that was

not included in the original definition provided. The areas of
gender equality and predominance of Western ideology in textbooks
were echoed by four educators as silences that they experience with
their use of textbooks. The issues of tourism and modernism s/ere

raised as two areas of silences that !,¡ere not considered in the
original definition of silences. These two areas, as wel1 as the
others raised in the personal interviews, are considered as valid
and critical topics to be included in the definition of textual
silence.

Of the twenty-three respondents

individual-s contributed an ansv¡er to
ín #I4 c):

who completed the survey, nine

the open-ended question posed

rrThe negative perspective of modernism and tourism isnrttotally presented. Many contemporary issues are not in thisedition.It
rrMale characters (no fenale) . Male topic/themes ofwar/destruction/confrict. Male author negative orpessirnistic view of human nature as presented thiough marenarration and characters.rr
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rfTextbooks will never be perfected to the point where they
satísfy everyone. However, they have certainly come a long
v/ay in the l-ast 10-1-5 years with respect to rninirnizing the
negative impact ,silences, have on students/society.rr -

rrAll our Canadian History resources in niddle years present
the perspective of the West....Some cursory attempts to show
the Aboriginal role, but, reaIIy, in just a token manner. rt
rests with the individual teacher to enhance the scope. rl

rrThe role of women in history. fl

rsilences come in the form in the text I am currently using by
way of simplicity. For instance, various cultural groups-arã
often portrayed by the language they speak, food they eat, and
major events in theír lives, and little else. The rnethodology
is certainly linear in nature although I do not always sãê
this as a drawback in the subject r teach (music). - using
other forms of music such as Jazz appears to alleviate this
somewhat but there also has to bá some type of rinear
development in this, âs well, in order for students to learn
the form properly. tt

rrThere is silence to aboriginal cultures. I try to balance
this in my class. f also try to include the e1dér1y.rt
ttll my experience rrWestern science[ is considered the pre-
eminent paradigrm of inquiry. Few attempts are made to explore
the natural philosophy of other cultures, both ancient and
modern. one area of particular interest (as a geologist) is
the way in which pràte tectonic theory is präsented as a
tautology. tt

rrNot that Itm aware of .rl

The definition and understanding of silences hras elevated to a

level of greater understanding and breadth with the inclusion of
input from the educators provided on the survey - specifically, the
silences of textbooks towards the issues surrounding modernism and

tourism. The definit,ion of silences and teacher,s response to thern

does not end with the input provided in the surveys. Textuar

silences, and teacherst responses to them, vras given further
expansion and understanding from educators during the personal
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interviews.
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Results from the OraI fntervie¡r

Nine of the ten individuals who identified thernselves on the

survey (442) agreed to a follow-up interview during the week of
September 25 to 29, Lg95.r3 The University of Manitoba's Faculty

of Education was the rocation agreed upon for the thirty- to forty-
minute personal interview. Some interviews were conducted over the

telephone. The interviews conducted over the telephone compared

well to those carried out in person because of i) the twelve

focused questions and ii) the time linit restricted to thirty-five
minutes.

Prior to asking the eleven interview questions, the individual
Itas told that their responses would be confidential in the

reporting of the results, and the tape-recording would be destroyed

(erased) inmediately after a follow-up comparison of notes to the

recorded interview. rn instances where note-taking of the

interview nas emproyed to record the respondents' answers, the

notes were reviewed inrnediately following the interview with
additional comments that may not have been included in the initial
discussion. The same reviewing procedure r¡as repeated again the

following day.

The respondenÈts survey was used in the interview as a

reference to address and expand upon the textual- silences

13 One individual was not contacted as she was involved in the
same subject-area of instruction as another $¡oman - adult ESL in a
post-secondary institution. Moreover, while she has been ernployed
on a part-time basis for two to three years, she did not respond to
question 14 on the survey.
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identified by the individual in question L4. Furthermore, the
definition of textual siÌences, contained in question L4 in the
survey, was outlined for the individuat at the beginning of the
interview to remind the individual about the survey and frame the
context of the questions they would be given in the interview.
Following the oral interview, the individual was asked if they had

any questions about the study, research, or rèsearcher. Alr the
individuals requested a copy of the studies' findings when the
research was completedra.

In order to ensure complete anonymity of the nine individual's
questioned in the personal interview, the responses are reported
according to their area and level of instruction. An individual
who teaches full-time music to a multi-cultural class in a niddle
years school is described as a female music teacher in niddte years
instruction. sinilarry, rather than generically labelling the
respondents as individual X or individual Y, the teachers have been

personalized in reporting their responses to the questions asked in
the interview. An individual with a masterrs degree in geology who

now teaches science in the senior years is described as a senior
years science teacher. His personal interest in alternative
perspectives to plate tectonics reflects his approach to science
instruction whereby he introduces alternative viewpoints to the
dominant theory espoused in textbooks. For the other seven

individuals interviewed, their responses are reported according to

la A summary
who participated

the study will be rnailed to those individuats
the interview.

of
l_n
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their subject area and Ìevel of instruction.
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Questions and summary of Responses to personar rnterviews:

Eould the personal serection of a gcboor textbook ôictate
freguency of tertbook use in the classroom (in contrast toselection of the textbook from the institution)?

For those that use a textbook in the classroom, there was

agreement that the personal choice of a textbook meant that it
would be used more often than if a book was recommended from the
institution. rf it, was dictated by the institution, the adult
educator of social studies/history and rnusic/education said she

would find other resources to supplement it. ft would be rrpoor

pedagogyr rt the middre years science instructor remarked, ,tif

instruction was restricted to one textbook. rl

The senior years alternative educator for marginalized youths

responded that there is not one textbook that covers his studentrs
range of abilities and disabilities. As a result, he creates his
own rnaterial based on his studentts 1eve1 and need.

Eo¡r are you aware of the textual silences you identified on the
survey? - {rs it through your own general knowledge anô
understanding, or were these issues raised during Leacher
training?...P.D. days?... Discussed in curriculum course! gbile atgraôuate school?)

Curriculum courses in graduate school were settings in which

issues surrounding the hidden curriculum vrere raised for four
individuals, either through required course readings or research
papers and supplementary journal articles. Recognition of textual
silences also emerged from a recognition of theír students'
culturally diverse backgrounds as well as the educatorts personal

tbe
tbe
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readings, learning, and investigation.
The grade-nine social studies/history teacher noted that a

paper he wrote - and some course-readings - raised his awareness to
the issues surrounding textual silences. An undergraduate history
course in the Faculty of Education (rrCurriculum and Instructiontt)
was also identified by this individual as a being significant in
his recognition of textuaÌ silences.

The cosmetologist who teaches adults from rrprimarily irnrnigrant

backgrounds, rr noted that her recognition of textual silences stems

from four areas: i) her instruction in a predominantly female

occupation, ii) tt (her) ohrn and students, backgrounds which are

different (non-white¡ tt, iii) the stereotypical characterization of

male hairstylists as being homosexual, and iv) textbooks which are
rrrace specific...Vlhite is the standard hairstyle and black is the

other. The pictures (in textbooks) are eíther white or black

models. Certain hair col-our products are promoted as better than

others. rl

Three individuals responded that they had a knowledge of
textual silences through personal readings and keeping up-to-date

with current events. Àn individual in adult EsL instruction
replied that she had rran intuitive sense (of silences) that v¡as

brought to home confirmed in graduate school, especially the

curriculum courses.rr ft is from this heightened awareness that she

is more conscious about textual silences and feels more of a

responsibility in making decisions when they arise in print.

The niddle years music educator responded that her recognition
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of textual silences came primarily from graduate studies, but also
personal readings, students in class from culturally diverse
backgrounds, and her own experience teaching social studies and

human rights issues in history. Teacher education !,ras not
instructive, however, in raising her awareness of textual silences.

The senior years geography teacher said that graduate courses

helped to sharpen her av¡areness about textual silences. A general

knowledge of the subject-area as werl as staying up-to-date with
current affairs, especially environmental issues, was also equally
irnportant.

The senior years science teacher replied that his
understanding of textual silences arises from the relationship
between science and the philosophy of science. It is from this area

of interest that rral-ternative points of view (of science) are

rooked at from other parts of the worrd. t For example, it rras

I'shocking and eye-openingtt how a rival theory of tectonics was not

discussed during his graduate studies in geophysics. For this
individual, a rival theory can rfexplain and solve more questions

than the prevailing theory.rr rrfs there a multicul-tura1 sciencerrf

he asked rhetorically, rand how should it be taught?"

The middle years science teacher responded that he has known

about textual silences and the issues surrounding it for some tine.
Although his understanding came largely through graduate studies at
the University of Manitoba, his wife, friends, and fellow teachers

and graduate students are an equally irnportant source of
information.
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The senior years alternative teacher of marginalized youths

responded that his recognition of textuaL silences is an on-going
process that is continuing rfa srow process of learning. r His
pre-masters course work was formative in raising the issues
surrounding the hidden curriculum.

rt is clear from these responses that graduate studies is irnportant
in raising onets awareness towards the issues surrounding the
hidden curriculum and textuaÌ sirences, but it is not the only
source. The individuals interviewed are not only educated people

who are pursuing or have attained their masters degree, they are

aLso high]y motivated and culturally a$¡are of the issues that
surround their community and world. The degree to which these
silences are addressed is the focus of the forrowj_ng question.

Do you respond to each and every example of textual silence in yourinstruction or classroom exercises?

All the individuals said they respond, in some degree or
another, to the textual silences in textbooks. Responding Èo

textual silences is dependent upon recognition of them. ff there
is not an avrareness of textual silences by the educator, ideas,
conceptions' and perspectives wiIl be accepted and unchallenged by

the students and instructor. Ho!'¡ever, âD educator cannot know

every area and layer of textual silence. Even if it was possible
to have such an understanding, time constraints in the classroom

does not allow each and every textual silence to be addressed by

the teacher. On each of these points, the educator was forthriqht
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and honest in his/her recognition of personal biases and the need

to discover more about their subject area. The instructors,
anshters to this particular question were qualified by a number of
individuals on the following points:

The cosmetologist ttas conscious of the silences regarding

race, gender, and ethnicity rr. . . as much as she could, rt but

recognized that she ttmay not know everythingtt about the silences.

The adult social studies/history and rnusic/education

instructor stated that she "probabry did not respond to every

silence.rr She explained that one rrdoes not have the time to cover

everything in the textbook. rl

The grade nine social studies/history teacher said that he

illikes to think he does or attempts to (respond to each textual
silence) . rl

The senior years educator of alternative education for
marginalized youths tries to respond to each and every exarnple of
textual silence, hohrever, he stated the following: ,t(I) don't know

how objectíve one can be. t{e all have our biases.ff

The senior years science educator responded on the following
levers: rThere are space constraints on textbooks on what to
include or not....The sciences don't have to deal with sensitive
issues. Therefore, there is a degree of advantage and freedom (on

the part, of science teachers) with respect to deating with
silences....Pointing out biases or omissions can be problematic.rl

He woul-d raise the silences ttif he felt it was age appropriate for
students. rr Grade nine students v¡ere cited as an age that do not
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have the rrcapabilities at their level of cognitive developmentrr to
respond to matters of this nature.

The niddle years science teacher said it is a teachable moment

if a silence arises and he would deconstruct it. one must rrread

between the rinesrr to find the sirences. He did acknowredge,

however, that he |tmight miss some silences for lack of tsocial

conditioning' . rl

According to the music educator, rsilences can be thought

through by the teacher before the class to choose which issues to
deal with ahead of time. rr rn class, one can deal with the
sinplistic reduction of a group's curture in the textbook by going

beyond the stereotypical reduction of a culture to its language,

foodr or history.
The adult ESL instructor and Geography teacher both said that

they respond to the silences when they are ar^/are of them but
recognize that they have not considered every one of the silences.
Both educators are notJ more aware of the textual issues surrounding

silences but sometimes they are not cognizant of them. The EsL

educator commented that it was not her intent to give the students

her own view of the issue but to solicit the students position.

.è'11 respondents hlere candid and honest in their response to this
question. The educators interviewed are cognizant of the issues

surrounding textual silence and respond to thern as best, they can.

The breadth of their knowledge about textual silences is unknown.

By virtue that the educators interviewed recognize other silences
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unknown to them at the present time, and that they have their own

biases' suggests they wilt seek to further their understanding of
their subject area and presentation of material in the textbook.

the respondentst answers to this question shed some light on the
fo]lowing two questions which probe into the possible effects of
textuar silences on learners and how the sirences are faced.

rfhat are the effects of these sirences on learning? That is, is it
inportant to addreEs textual silences (an element of the hidden
curriculun) in the classroom?

It was the response to this question (and the next two) that
proved to be illustrative in interpretation and understanding with
respect to the research question. The respondents, ansv¡er to this
question ranged from the conscious empovrerment of their students to
av/areness of cultural, social, and globa1 issues. siLences are

addressed because of the instructors, i) concern over the
perpetuation of stereotypes in society (particurarly gender), and

ii) desire to raise the student's leve1 of awareness and social
consciousness. This is often achieved by presenting an alternative
point of view to the perspective raised in the textbook. The

fourth and seventh quotation below allude to the influence of a

particular perspective at the expense of others. To focus on one

tradítion or way of thinking, thereby silencing other perspectives,

indirectly inplies that particular position has more clout, power,

and/or recognition over others. The nine responses given below

reflect the respondent's particular area of int,erest and concern:
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rrstudents are heavily conditioned. They are not subjective
enough to stand back and be object. The silences must be
addressed so as not to perpetuate stereotypes (such as theconception that elementary teachers are ienate' and seniorteachers male)....Àlso to arm femares (wíth language and
knowredge) who have been abused (by nen), and show rnen (that
abuse) is not righ¡. tt

rrTextuar silences are very serious. rt is like advertising.
Textbooks are shaping - moulding - our young (into) what thãyberieve and want to pass on, even if they are not aware of the
messages !h"y are receiving.... (The importance of raisingtextuar silences) is initialry for awareness. To see anopposing point of view may contribute more to social justice
whgn they have to vote, raise a faniry, interact withothers¡....r1

rrThere are other perspectives out there. The textbook is anarrow point of view....The traditional, accepted point ofview presented in the textbook promotes a narrovr vision.
women and natives, for example, have had different experiencesthan (those) talked about in textbooks.rl
il (silences) makes one group feel more superior (and the otherínferior) than the other.- silences srõw down the learningprocess because they (the students) have to dear with otheithings (issues) such as child care or an aging parent to takecare (which are not addressed)....sirenceê should be raisedbut, it should not be made individual or personalized. rl

rrThere is an overwhel-ning tendency in the sciences on thetransmission model (of knowledge) wfricf¡ is exclusively Western
- Europ.ean, post-Renaissance. world views such as Aboriginaland chinese rnyths are not looked at. science has a Íargeforlowing and continues to promote it in students. (Às sucñ¡there is an eritist view, held by many science teachers, thatscientific knowredge is superior to the arts and other coursesin school. Textbooks need a more baranced approach byproviding rival themes and theories....This ié- not thecreation-evolution debate but, rather, the theories
surrounding tectonics, for example. ff

rrstudents take in silences and they donrt know they are takingit in. students don't know diffeientry (with reJpect to thãtextbook and sirences) so it doesn't affect them but it, does.
stereotypes are continued (if sirences are not addressed). rtis not- a good education if silences are not brought üp,
ignored. rl
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rrsiÌences reinforce which groups have por,¡er in society.
Messages are sent of who has power. (As such) sharing por.¡er
is important. students may sometimes be aware or thesilences, but they may not be aware alr the time. (r) try togive examples of all the cultures in the class so'they are
included in discussion. rl

I'ff siLences are not pointed out to students, they could take
a perspective and assume therers only one way or rooking atsomething....we assume sÈudents know the vocabulary in
readings, such as environmentarism, which they may not know.

rrlt is fundamental that the hidden curriculurn and silences be
discussed. You are not teaching students to be ,critical
consumers' if you don't talk about the hidden curriculum (a
reference to Paulo Freire, the índividual believes) . r'

While each response is unique in its explanation of raising the
i-ssues surrounding Èextual silences in the class, every

recognizes the effects of silences on Ìearning and the
of addressing then. The educators are unanimous in theÍr concern

over the influence of textual silence on learning and the po!,rer

differential it creates in society. As such, the teachers feel an

obligation to address the sil-ences so as to empor.rer the students

and raise their level of consciousness to particular cultural,
social, and global issues. How textual silences are dealt with by

the teacher formed the thrust of the forrowing question.

IÍbat-specific resources and/or activities do you have tbe students
do with respect to the silences you identifièd?
Discussions and supplementary resources are used by the educator in
the classroom to respond to textual silences. It is significant to
note the range of materials and activities that the instructors use

to address textual silences. Individually and coLlectively, the

individual

importance
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resources and materials adopted by the teachers reflect an

environment that is critical, demanding, and creative. In addition
to the ubiquitous use of resources such as newspaper and magazine

articl-es, videos, and television programs used in the classroom,

the fol-lowing activities and resources hrere cited by the educat,ors:

Students interview a person from another culture
(teaching staff can give input on potential sources) and
ask questions related to events in their country and
possible changes that have occurred;

As a group or individual project, research some specific
aspect of a country of interest;
Allow time for discussion; debates; present alternative
ideas, perspectives, and viewpoints; explore similarities
and differences about a theme or topic; problem solve;
develop critical thinking skills; role playing;

Discuss topics related to the elderty, aboriginal, and
the disabled;

Incorporate Canadian content into the selection of
resources;

Present the article by Robert B. Kaplan, rrCultural
Thought Patterns in fntercultural Educationtr (fn
Composincr in a Second Language, Ed. McKay, S., 43-62,
1984). Discuss with students what they do in the writing
process and then talk about what is the accepted writing
pattern and structure in Canada and United States. (t'This
may not be the best wây, but this is the sray wê, in
Canada and United States, do it. To survive in
university, this is the wây, rr says the adult ESL writing
instructor. )

Avoid sinplistic interpretations of a culture that are
reduced to their food or clothes;

Incorporate a lot of different styJ-es from different
cultures. For example, use Chinese folk songs and African
traditional songs in the class;

For students in sciences, grade ten and younger,
incorporate rrscience stories, tt a type of journal writing.
In rrscience storiesrrr students are given the opportunity
to introduce themselves to historical figures, explore

1)

2)

3)

4)

s)

6)

7)

8)

e)
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any misconceptions they may of science, and discuss their
own struggles or fears with science. rtscience storiesrl
provides students the opportunity to express their own
opinions of science in a non-threatening way;

To emphasis to students that the textbook is written by
rrf lesh and bloodr rr that the theories are not infaltible,
and to discuss these ideas (of textual silences) with
their parents;

Bring in materials for hands-on-contact;

L2') Present other readings (for example, R.B. Russell and the
Labour Movement by Ken Osborne, to teach about the
history of the labour movement) and sources (such as
films, ttKilling us Softlyr" or documentaries from pBS
which are not always presented from the traditional
viewpoint) to show a comparison between different
perspectives. Students decide for themselves ,twhy the
perspectives are different;rl

13) Bring in a socialist opinion: 'tldentify ríght wing and
Ieft wing articles. This is especially tirnely and
relevant during elections r.rl

14) The silences are not to be told explicitly, but the
students should rrtrip over the silencesrr by looking for
paÈterns of them in sources such as nehrspaper,
television, and popular rock songs. rrNewspapersr rl

however, rrare not a helpful (resource) as they are part
of the problem. n Television commercials can be used in
the classroom by (critically) analyzing how advertising
is directed at the young. By extension, televisj-on as a
whole can be critiqued. Lyrics from rock songs can be
employed to see hovr rrcrass and sexualrf the predorninantly
male lyrics are presented. The teacher can playrrPlato...the devils advocate...with the issues of gender
and inequality, and get the students t,o quarrel amongst
themselves over these issues.rl

15) Incorporate traditional and holistic approaches to
understanding the world. For example, study traditional
and herbalistic approaches for understanding plant
science and the history it has had in the world.

16) Bring in guest speakers; research material and topics on
the Interneti use David Suzukits video-series on the
rainforest which presents a hotistic picture of the
political, social-, and economic relationship between
everything;
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]-7) students who have negative attitudes towards authority
should be taught 'community skirls...to be employed withuseful terninology so they have the advantágeJ others
have in using the language. r'

18) rfBooks are trying to be inclusive....Theyrve come alongr¡?y to include minorities and women. r Incorporatepictures of rrreal peoprefr such as rteachers, real èstate
agents, directors of a symphonyr from a nehrspaper or
magazine to the famous people presented in textbobks.

The diversity of approaches and materials cited by the teachers in
the eighteen points Iisted above introduce a number of perspectives

and areas for the students to investigate, research, and reflect.
While the list is by no means extensive, it highlights a number of
approaches that practising teachers are presently using to address

silences in the textbook. It would appear from the responses that
a degree of research and preparation is required for the teacher to
develop the material, resources, and activities to engage their
students. It is on this point that is raised in the following
question.

Is tbere a lot of outside preparation and researcb to addresstextual silences? Eo¡r nuch ti¡¡e do you spend looking for naterialto suppl.emeut the textbook?

For those educators that recognize textual silences and

respond to them in the classroom, a degree of outside preparation
and research is demanded on the teacher. This sentiment was

expressed by all the respondents interviewed. The responses given

below reflect. professionals who do not view this preparation as

taxing on their time and energy. On the contrary: The individuals
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view their outside preparation as a charlenging part of their
profession that benefits themself and the students equally. The

individuals interviewed see their preparat.ion outside of the
classroon being returned to them in the form of student empowerment

and development.

rrrf you want to do a good jobr t' exprained the grade nine
social studies/history teacher, rrlooking for materíal and reading
can often take a lot of time. rr The instructor of adult social
studies/history and music/education reported that rfafter the fourth
or fifth tine (of teaching a course), one would have the bulk of
outside material- you need (to respond to silences) . r¡ At the
present time, ho!'/ever, she feers she is only just ilbeginning to
scratch the surface (accumulating material and resources) . fl

The cosmotologist said that she has to take the initiative to
get things going in her school. Às a result, she is rralways doing
sornething, always looking for material.r The senior years

educator in alternative education for rnarginalized youths echoed

this continuous awareness and research by reporting that silences
must be presented in a perplexing r.¡ay to the students. f n order to
achieve this goal, he sees himself as a rrhunter and gathererr--
rrwhile showering, driving, reading the paper, . . . anytime. . . . (one)

has to see the world in a strange way and turn it, around for the
students. rr15

15 This remark reminds one of a quote by philip K. Howard (in
Feaderl-s Digest, November, 1995, p. lz6) t nrnspiration is nurturedby activities like raking leaves and chopping wood, preparing
dinner and reading to the kids. These activitieã soften itre.rigiá
pace of the day's pursuits and allow all our God-given intuition-to
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To become more ar¡¡are about current events was important for
the senior years instructor of geography. However, the degree of
outside preparation in order to respond to textual sílences was not
greater than what one rrnormally does in teacher preparation. il The

middle years educator of music renarked that rrit was part of the
job to fínd other material....There are lots of things to look at
when rooking at music. rf a particular country came up (fron the

students' background, their interest, or raised in the textbook),
some research would be necessary. rl

rrTo go beyond the superficial analysis and discussion in the

textbook, (outside preparation) takes a lot of work...a great

deal.rr this statement was qualified by the senior years science

teacher who el-aborated on his point by noting that this outside

work rris as interesting (for hin to do) as much as it is for
student,s (who are then presented with an al-ternative perspective or

engaged in a unique project or investigation) . " A similar
explanation was given by the instructor of adult ESL who said,
rrJtts more interesting to be more inclusÍve in the classroom.rl
rrTeachers have to be models for the students and to have inquiring
minds. It comes down to a level of professionalisil, tt explained the

middle years science teacher.

There is some degree of outside preparation to deal with textual
silences, but the educators are willing to spend the tine because

vtork its unlogical magic.
potential. Only then can we

OnIy then can $¡e reach our fullest
leap from thinking Èo understanding. It
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they see it as part, of their position to be informed and they want

the class to be more socially relevant and inclusive to the
cultural concerns of textual silences. Supplementing the textbook

requires one to find outside resources. More often than not, the
materials the educator eurploys come frorn the popular culture. The

extent to which teachers use the popular culture to address textual
silences is raised in the foltowing question.

lfhat resources from the popular culture ðo you use to respond to
textual silences? Do you feel tbe popular culture is a vãluable
reference to respond to textual silences? If not, why?

On one level, the popular culture is viewed as a valuable
resource because it is sornething the students like. More to the
point, the niddle years music instructor noted that for material to
be reLevant, the popular culture should be used to reflect the
studentst rror¡n time.rr rrTo v¡ork effectively in high schoolril the
senior years alternative educator of marginalized youths noted,
rrone needs to use the popular culture to be relevant to kids. The

popular curture can be used as an opening point to raise other

focused issues such as gender in the media and in society.,
The popular culture was cited by the senior years geography

teacher as a source that rrbrings the world into the classroorn and

the crass to the worrd. (For exampre, ) students, write l-etters to
the editor....There is always something relevant in the popular

culture....It brings forth daily issues.rr The degree of relevancy

was qualified by the instructor of adult social studies/history and

nusic/education who noted that rrthe nedia is trying to be more
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av¡are of other perspectives. rl The grade nine social
studies/history teacher remarked that the popular culture is the

nedium for promoting the silences of a l{estern, consumer rnindset.

As such, it nust be critically analyzed. rrWhat is the message that
IBM is conveying in its television commercial- which shows nuns

working with a rap-top computer in their monastery, r the middle

years science educator asked in regards to computers, education,

the media, and cultural understanding?

The popular culture is used by a number of the individuals
instructing in the middre, senior, and adult years to address

textual silences. The influence of the popurar curture is
pervasive; its impact is indisputably great yet far from

understood. As such it is a rnedia that can be used constructivety
to address textual silencesr oF it can be critically examined for
prornoting its own cultural silences. Regardless of the approach

adopted by the educator with respect to the use of the popular

culture in the classroon, the arguments raised by McLaren, Giroux

and Simon, and Postman are echoed by the educators interviewed: the
popular culture is a resource not only to address textual silences

but also to develop a closer and critical link between school-based

knowledge and the popular culture.
For those interviewed, textual silences are raised through the

r¡edia on the following leveIs:

1) Present both sides of an íssue and investigate how it is
reported in the media. For example, solicit the
student,s reaction and opinion to the reporting of
politics.
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2) Using the textbook as a resource, discuss particular
themes and concepts. Discuss current events raised in
the paper, television, or radio.
Analyze the events and developments in newspapers. The
comparison of an event, reported in a nevrspaper to the
same television narration could illustrate differences of
reporting and perspective in the two mediums.

ttAnything from a television movie, documentary, or series
that deals with a social issue such as poverty or native
rights that hre are kept in the dark from. For example,frlnvestigative Reportsrr on Art,s and Entertainment {aneducational television channel) can be used on the
subject of poverty. The selection of the story must be
careful so as not to perpetuate the negatives of society
which one is hoping to address. rl

The student's favourite musical artíst is often a popular
singer or group such as Michael Jackson or Madonna. It
is sometimes hard, however, to distinguish popular
cultures in different cultures when Michael Jackson is
popular in China. To find current examples of music from
other cultures is irnportant yet chaÌlenging. While
Canadian and American music is dorninated by Michael
Jackson and Madonna, there is also a diversity of
musicians, styles, and mediums of musical expression in
the popular culture that can be exposed to the students
by bringing in musical styles from Canadian artists,
spiritual songs, aboriginal, blues, and different
selections from around the world. Musicians such as
Peter Gabriel, Tom l.faits, and Fred Penner can be
introduced as popular singers who the students may not
have heard or recognize before.

Textual silences are addressed by teachers through the use of
materials and resources from the popular culture. The materials

range from television commercials, shows, and documentaries to
nev¡spapers and songs. More needs to be researched and studied with
respect to i) how the materials from the popular culture are being

used in Èhe classroom, and ii) the degree to which outside

materials and resources are addressing silences or perpetuating new

ones.

3)

4)

s)
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The following four questions are general in scope which

the individual to consider matters related to textbooks

learning, pedagogical practices in using the textbook, and

teacherts role as an educator.

Eos does the textbook contribute to learning in tbe cLassroom?

If there is a recognition of textual silence on the part of the

teacher, and if there is a betief in supplernenting the textbook

with resources, the inevitable issue that arises from this line of
questioning is to ask how the textbook contributes to learning in
the classroom? There is a consensus among the educators

interviewed that how you use (or do not use) the textbook is
important. On a general level, the textbook is recognized as an

organized document that provides structure, raises certain
concepts, and provides background information. However, the

textbook is aLso viewed as incomplete a resource to be

supplemented and elaborated beyond the level raised in the

textbook. The reasons for the instructor's position is explained

below:

For the niddle-years music teacher, the music textbook is
indispensable in grade seven, but less so for the eighth grade and

it takes a less import,ant role f or the ninth grade.

For the adult EsL instructor, the textbook is important

because it brings forth certain concepts or topics that (teachers

and students) can handre. The information is presented in a

controlLed way: rrstudents like the textbook because it provides a

ask

and

the
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sense of security (stability)....The textbook is a small, contained

document that gives shape and can be built on (by the teacher).tl

For the grade nine social studies/history teacher, the

text,book rrprovides background uraterial for higher leveIs of
learning...it is a stepping-stone to move on to more important

things. tr

The individual who teaches cosmetology to adults regards the

textbook rrnot as a standard but as a supplement....Sometimes the

textbook is not sufficient. rt She does a lot of demonstrating and

peer tutoring in the classroom.

For the individual who teaches alternative education to
marginalized youths in the senior years, he recognizes that the

textbook rris there....How you use it, is important.r'

For the geography teacher who instructs at the senior years,

the textbook provides a rrconcrete vehicle for information, a

stepping-off point for research. It can be used as a reference

tool to find information, create outlines, note-taking, provide

writing models, find main ideas, reading maps, referencing, and

preparing bibliographies. rl

For the science teacher instructing at the senior years, the

textbook rrcontributes little. It is good at organizing learning

which is good for teachers who like logical structure. The

textbook is, however, restrictive when the teacher knows the whole

story of the subject and has to supplement it. I'

For the instructor of social studies/history and

music/education at an adult education, rt (sornetirnes) I think the
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textbook is more useful for me than the students....ft is a good

resource if people read it, but students depend on her (for the

reading and interpretation) which isn't best because she selects
what she thinks should be taught in seventy-five minut,es. Students

shourd do rnore leg-work (in reading the textbook) so they're not

biased in receiving onty one perspective. rl

.A,ccording to the niddle years science teacher, the textbook
prepares students for provincial exams. rrlf it is used exclusively
as a model of derivery, it breeds passivity and conformity in
students, especialry if the textbook is poorly constructed. To go

beyond the rrLow-level problems and content in textbooks, yoü have

be creative and go beyond borders {he believes this quotation can

be attributed to Arbert Einstein)....The best way to learn a rule
is t,o break it, not to be given it. rr

The teachers interviewed recognize the place of the textbook in the

classroom and the structure it provides in raising topics and

concepÈs. The textbook is also viewed as a resource to be

supplemented - a stepping stone to other topics. The textbook may

be rejected by some instructors in which they prepare a curriculum

based on their ov¡n materialr or pu1l material- from a number of
resources. How the textbook is used by the teacher frames the

discussion in the following questíon.
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Fbat is tbe teacher's role in using the textbook in teaching?

It was noted by the senior years science teacher that if the

text,book is used sinply as a supplernent or resource it can be

rrunsettling to some students and parents. rr It was the view by some

teachers interviewed that there is some knowledge in the textbook

that rfhas to get out. rr This expticit knowledge (the overt
curriculum) is recognized to be important by the educators but also

shared by raising the hidden curriculum (textual silences) through

discussions, debates, and supplementing the textbook with outside

resources. The individuals interviewed responded to this
pedagogical question on textbook use on the fotlowing levels:

The teacher should follow the textbook as the prirnary
source of information in which the primary points of
background information are highlighted to the students.
The reasons for highlighting is to address therroverwhelming number of pages and content that the
students face. rr It is also a resource from which to move
to other issues.

Supplement the textbook with outside resources such as
rnagazines from the popular press (for example frDiscoverrt
or rrscience Americarr) .

Enploy open discussions, debates, and journal writing.
Employ activities (in the sciences) that are tactite.
The activities should be ones that allow the students to
arrive at their own conclusions (of scientific knowledge)
which is hard for students (and equally hard for students
to find out that science can change).

HeIp students to use and question the textbook by finding
silences, developing critical alrareness, and instilling
problem-solving skills. This can be developed by
clarifying an issue in the textbook or presenting another
angle to the theme or topic.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)
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Instill cultural sensitivity in students by developing
the skills to communicate with each other.

Employ exercises or activities so that the students can
use and practice the information on the page which is not
meaningful in print
While one rrhas teach so that knowÌedge gets outr rt one
must also know the silences in the textbook.

The use of the textbook depends on the skiLl and ability
of the teacher. The textbook is necessary for beginning
teachers but less as one gets more experienced.rrTeaching is an art, science, and craft all in one....The
final destination is important, but how you get there is
also important. rl

If there is a degree of understanding that textbooks have a

significant role in the teaching, and the use varies between

teachers, a question that emerges frorn this line of inquiry is to
probe specific pedagogical approaches adopted by teachers when

approaching the textbook. The educator's responses are provided in
the question below.

Ilbat are some teaching strategies for approaching the textbook?

Some of the strategies that teachers adopt have been raised in
the previous questions. Additional approaches discussed in the

interview includes a recognition of their students, backgrounds and

needs when presenting rnaterial, a shift from theory to practice,
and raising controversÍa1 topics for discussions which demand the

students to take a position and reflect on arternat.ive
persPectives. The five areas listed beLow add to the approaches

f)

s)

f)

s)
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already discussed that practising teachers are adopting when using

the textbook:

Not to do everything ín the textbook, but to recognize
the studentst backgrounds and needs and choose the
material accordingly. Make the students aware of what is
in the textbook and the silences not included.

A ttgoodt' textbook can be used to introduce a topic from
which the teacher can review the functions, themes, or
questions in it. Examples, questions, and dialogues (for
ESL studenÈ) can be changed or modified. The direction
of instruction should be a movement from the focused
practice and theory of the textbook to application and
use of these principles in real situations. For example,
the textbook can provide the structure of how governments
work to open-ended questions such as: ItWhat should we do
about the senate?rl

A variety of approaches and methods should be adopted:
lecture, individual work with students, open discussions,
videos, role-pIaying, debates, and field trips. The
textbook is just a book: it should not be relied upon
solely, but, rather, built around.

The textbook can be used as an organizer and student
reference. If there is a complete reject,ion of the
textbook and anti-sentiment towards it because of its
poor organization and sequencing of chapters, the
educator develops and provides his or her own materials
and activities.

Develop thought-provoking questions for group discussion
based on a topic or theme from the chapter. Raise
controversial questions in which one can respond in
support or opposition. The students shoul-d be able to
explain their position, whether it is in agree¡nent with
the teacher or not..

The diversity of approaches and creativity of activities cited by

the educatorts interviewed in this research shows that a number of
methods can be adopted either to address silences in the textbook

or raise the students's critical ahrareness through discussions,

readings, and media from the poputar culture. It is clear from the

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)
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responses provided by the teachers that their understanding of, and

approach to, the textbook, students, and education system is
comprehensive and enlightened. The final question posed in the

interview asked the teachers to consider their role as an educator.

lfhat is your role as aD educator?

This question was answered by some of the individuals
interviewed, but not all. The eight educators who responded see

their role not only as an instructor who creates challenging and

interesting classrooms in which to learn, but view their position

as a critical one which empor^rers students on a personal, social,
and global level to face their contemporary world. The following

responses shed some light into the educator,s philosophical

position about education and their role in it:

a) " (To) get students excited about learning and the world
around them....To develop the tools and techniques for
students to search out their own ansv¡ers and interpretation of
the world for themselves. fl

b) rrTo encourage and facilitate the opening of doors and
windows in students....To give back what was given to (him) in
his education...To care for the minds and individuality of
students. rl

c) rrTo learn how to learn.rr

d) rrTo get students to stand on their own two feet....To build
a bridge between what students know and don't know. rl

e) rf To share the expertise of what she knows ltith the
students....To be a role mode1....To be able to learn from
students....To be sensitive to other peopIe....to make onets
colleagues av/are of another world (silences) beyond their
classroom. rl
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f) rrTo change, improve the world so that it is more equal,
caring, sharing, and less greedy. rl

g) rrTo make the students the best they can be--social,
emotional, acadenic, and knowledge....To be more culturally
and environmentally aware....To have the coordination to play
their instrument. rl

h) rrTo empower students....To be functional, thinking adults
in an ever changing society...To prornote in children a level
of learning and belief in thernseLves on a cognitive and
interpersonal level. rl

The responses to the eleven questions lras by no means extensive.

It did, however, address some of the rnajor areas of this research

into teachers' recognition of textual silences and the relationship
between the teacher and the textbook. Time did not pernit, follow-
up inquires or probing questions during the interview. Such

follow-up investigation wíII have to wait. for future research. The

conclusion and reconmendation sections will address some of the

pedagogical issues and theoretical areas raised in the survey and

interview.
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Chapter VIf

Conclusions and observations

The findings from this research into teacher's recogtnition of

textual silences and the relationship between teacher and textbook

can be broadly summarized in two general observations. The first
insight is that educators who have taken graduate leve1 curriculum

courses can identify textual silences in the textbook on a number

of leve1s. The second salÍent point is the extent to which

practising teachers are considering supplementing the textbook,

and, indeed, are suppÌementing the textbook in the classroorn with

outside resources and materials because of the educatorst

recognition of textual silences in textbooks. It is from these two

fundamental points that the following observations and conclusions

can be drawn from this research. While there would be a natural

tendency to make generalizations from this study for the teaching

population, such sweeping conclusions shoul-d be reserved because of

the population size and group studiedr' simply put, the smal-I sarnple

size does not permit generalizability of this research. It is on

this caveat that the first point addresses:

1) The educators in this study were not, as some others

authors have observed, rrpassive and uncritical technicians

ready to disseminate knowledge in an authoritarian traditionrl

that share the same viewpoints as the assigned textbooks

(Gottfried and Kyle, L992i Baldwin and Baldwin, 1992).
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Rather, the individuals studied r¡ere informed, experienced,

and motivated educators not only because of their graduate

studies in curriculum, but also through discussions with

friends, self-investigation, acknowledgement of students'

diverse backgrounds, and a general understanding of current

events. Clearly, the individuals interviewed and surveyed are

not only socially conscious and critically a!.¡are but

responsive to the issues surrounding textual silence.

2) Às this study is intending to uncover the numerous layers

and levels of textual interpretation, it must also be stated,

and recognized by the practising teacher, that the textbook is
not (nor can never be) a complete and perfect document

il{completely eradicated of the} distortions which are inherent

in their constructions as they are continually reflecting the

social- practices and forces in any historical period,l

(O'Brien I L993; Pratt, 1972). As such, the textbook must be

critically examined by the teacher through classroom

discussions and supplemented with outside resources. To say

one rrfollowed it by the textbookrr or ilit is textbook qualitytt

is to inply something is perfect and without flaws in
construction of design. Such a perception is to assume that

knowledge has some uncontestable quality with a final- and

absolute truth. Something is defined as much by what is not

included in a text as what is included. As such, the

teacherts recognition of textual silences in the school
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textbook and response by discussing it is seen as a process of
Platonic self-discovery and conscious-raising rather than a
linear, Aristotelian method of pedagogy. The wealth of ideas,

uraterials, and naterials ciÈed by the teachers in this
research reveals not only the educatorrs ideological position
but also provides a glinpse int,o classrooms that are diverse,

creative, and exciting for the students and educators aIike.
Moreover, the educatorts use of materials and thernes from the

popular culture reflects the teacher's recognition of this
important medium to respond to some of the silences in
textbooks as well as to tap into this influence which pervades

studentts real-life experiences.

3) ft is the opinion of this researcher that the textbook

shouLd not be rejected fully and completely by the educator in
the classroom. this study was an investigation between the

teacher and the textbook in order to go beyond the surface

understanding and analysis espoused by individuals in and out

of the education system. The research sought to: i)
critically examine textual silences and the relationship
between the teacher, textbook, and schools; ii) to go beyond

the surface analysis and understanding of how the teacher

approaches the curriculum in textbooks; and iii) examine the

hidden textual layers that embody the content and curriculum

at the explicit and inplicit leveI.

The educatorts use of the textbook in the classroom is
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significant for it provides a base conmon knowledge on

which educators work from in the publíc and private schools.

There is an element of uniformity and shared knowledge with

respect to the cotnmon information and values that a textbook

embodies. In subject-areas such as History, Social Studies,

and Language Àrts/English which share a textbook or co¡nmon

list of readitrgs, a collective set of knowledge and values are

developed (critically or accepted) by the teacher and

students. Àrthur Schlesinger's point raised earlier in this
study over the growing schism of cultural and ethnic calls for
recognition, independence, or sovereignty in a number of
communities and nations is to call for a stronger shared set

of cultural and conmon values that unite individuals, groups,

and races on matters of national unity rather than divide

individuals and groups on particular differences. Such a

concern and response is also shared by this researcher.

4) If each educator is teaching his/her ov¡n individual
curriculum v¡hich may vary from another instructor in the same

subject area, one may question the common knowledge that the

students are receiving. Teacher accountability is indirectly
called into question and practice through the rise of
provincial or regional examinations which serve to evaluate

students across similar areas of knowledge in particular

subject areas. The issue of testing cited earlier in the

research has a direct and indirect influence on the
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instruction in the classroom. The increasing number of calls
for provincial examinations by a number of stakeholders in the

education process must be seen as a strong influence that will
dictate closer use of the textbook by the teacher in
preparation for the yearly provincial tests. On a number of

l-evels, then, the po$rer and authority of the textbook remains

for many stakeholders: parents, students, institutions, and

Boards of Education implicitly and explicitly demand

accountability from teachers through student success on tests
and provincial exams.

5) The term rrtextual sj-lencerr $¡as developed in this study from

the existing research and Iiterature into teachers and

textbooks, teacherst use of curricular material, and the

interaction between teachers and school textbooks. From these

readings, the term textual silence was coined and defined

around six primary areas. At the outset of this study, it was

recognized that this explication was not definitive. It was

hoped that the individual,s surveyed and interviewed would

raise further areas of textual silences. Such a belief was

confirmed in the study. It seems to this researcher that the

following four areas of textual silences are as irnportant as

the original six outlined in this study:

(1) the negative impact of modernism and tourism on a
society, culture, and environment;

(2) issues surrounding the elderly and their incLusion in
textual material;
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(3) the integration of traditional- and
seeing the world and interacting with
and

(4) the sinplistic representation
textbooks.

ancient vrays of
the environment;

of material in

While the preceding list expands the original definition of
textual silence, the interpretation of textual silence is not

limited to them. Further research into this area of
investigation wiIl develop our definition and understanding of
this topic.

6) Ultimately, the instruction and direction of the classroom

rests with the teacher and how s/he enhances the scope of the

textbook. The extent to which educators approach the textbook

with critical awareness and recognition of its explicit and

implicit content, rather than textual awe and deference, rests
with the teacher-training and the individualrs continual

self-study and ahrareness of social issues.

7) If one r¡ere to push the results from this research into the

broader arena of educationts role and function, the teachers

studied - particularly those interviewed - are clear in their
role as educators: not sirnply providing students with a sound,

liberal education or training-ground for future employrnent

but, rather, a broader forum to empo$/er students with the

critical knowledge to respond to the issues facing one's

community and society. The institutional pressures of schools
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(to teach to the textbook, for example) do not seem to be a

concern (as they were not directly raised in the study) for
the educators studied. The teachers studied are consummate

professionals insofar as they are: i) continuing to upgrade

themselves in the quest for knowledge (for example, their
master's degree progran(s) ), ii) tolerant and understanding,

iii) critical of themselves and the material they use, iv)

recognize their pedagogical actions al-ong a nurnber of levels,
and v) respect differences by encouraging debate and

discussion on all sides and positions of a topic or debate.

The trend to unite, rather than compartmentalize academic fields of

study through a conrmon language and interpretation of human and

scientific understanding, was one of the globat inÈentions of this
study. Ellen Dissanayake (1988) developed such a leve1 of

conceptual inquiry by bridging a number of disciplines into her

analysis of the arts in society. It is hoped that this research has

done the same:

rrGood teachers reflect on the meaning of what they do with
students, what they ought to do next, and the construction (or
deconstruction) of general knowledge about teaching, learning,
and curriculum that can be applied to other schools and
situations, rather than specific insights that guide their
daily activityrr (Schubert, L987, p. 293).
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Recommendations

This research has raised a number of issues and questions

related to the teacher's perception of textual silences and the

relationship between the teacher and the textbook. As it was

discussed, there are a nurnber of areas and questions regarding this
subject that have not been answered and demand to be raised. As

such, the concluding section will recoÍrmend nine issues for future
research and investigation which emerged from the review of the

literature, study, and general reflection concerning the teacherrs

relationship with the textbook and textual silences.

1) Clearly, a similar study of beginning teachers, defined as

those with two to three years experience, and fourth-year
teachers-in-training (student teachers) dernands to be

researched as a foIlow-up investigation into this question.

In contrast to the graduate studentts studied in this
research, the responses of beginning teacherrs use of the

textbook and recognition of textual silences would be

informative and enlightening on what they have to say and do

not have to say. If current practices in teacher-training are

moving ahray from the single text towards the resource-based

model which encourages future educators to supplement the

textbook and related curriculum with a variety of resources to
construct, deconstruct, and reconstruct knowledge, a related
question to ask beginning teachers is what resources and
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approaches they deem effective in instruction? That is, are

the supplemented material and resources appropriate? Are the

secondary resources perpetuating textual silences? How are

they responding to the institutional pressures to teach to the

text? Further, how are early years instructors using textual
resources in their activíty-based, child-centred curriculum?

How are the silences in early years material and stories
addressed?

2) Based on the oral interviews conducted and responses given

ín the survey, educators are a!,¡are of the issues about the

hidden curriculum primarily through their studies in graduate

schooL. A resulting question from this recognition is to ask

universities and other post-secondary institutions lrhy

instruction or discussion into the hidden curriculum is not

raised in under-graduate studies? I{ould teacher-training in
detecting textual bias be worthwhile in making teachers text-
Iiterate? Why are the issues surrounding the hidden

curriculum reserved for those r.¡ho pursue graduate studies?

Providing educators with the knowledge, training, and

resources into the explicit and inplicit curriculum demands to
be addressed in under-graduate studies, not only in graduate

school. The growing concern over multiculturalism,
citizenship, socíalizaÈion, and general critical knowledge

indirectly reflects the concerns raised by t,extual silences.

lle may also inquire if the issues and themes surrounding
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textual silences and the hidden

for educators during P.D. days?

If not, why?

curriculum are being raised

If they are, to what extent?

3) The educators surveyed and interviewed in this research

responded affirmatively to the quesÈion that supplementary

resources srere used in the classroom to respond to textual
silences. À related question to ask educators who supplement

their text is to inquire how much actual classroom tine is
spent on supplementary material, and how much time is spent on

textbook related material? How are the materials from the

popular culture being used in the classroom? Further, what

specific resources are being used? If a teacher has a

particular agenda or ideological slant, how is s/he using the

textbook and to what ends is s/he directing the focus of the

class? One is concerned with the extent the textbook is
supplemented or not used at all. The textbook has a critical
place in the education system

4) A creative and equally meaningful investigation into this
research question would be one that analyzes niddle and senior

years students, recognition and perception of textual
silences. The direction and focus of such a study would

entail the teachers (as the principal researchers in the

classroom) noting specific examples of student graffiti in
textbooks and on table-tops of desks that make direct or
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indirect reference to the material (silences) in the textbook.

A follow-up questionnaire or interview with the students into
the issues surrounding their recognition of textual silences

and potential area of responses to them would prove

enlightening: What, for example, are the student's saying

about the content of the textbook through their markings in
textbooks and on desks? ff there is recognition or knowledge

by the students of textual silences, where did they get this
understanding? Is it the studentts opinion that textual
silences should be raised in class? Hor,¡ should it be done?

How do students process the (potentially alternative)
discussions in class and interpret the material in textbooks

and arrive at decisions?

5) It is further suggested that the teacherrs decision-making

process be studied by probing how they are deterrnining which

areas of the curriculum to cover, and what silences are more

salient than others for the educator. Do teachers, in the

words of Yore (199L), rely on their often fragmented,

intuitive beliefs to direct their curricular course, or is
something else at play? ff a teacher does have a choice to
decide which topics or outsíde materials to use in the

classroom, a factor ín determining the educator's selection
process has been seen by one author as residing in the

educator's intuition: rrWhat v¡e call intuitionr il observes

Newton (1990r p. t42) , rris essentially a process for
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subjectively weighing and weighting large numbers of variables

in complex situations and coming to a decision about the best

action to take.rr An irnport.ant consideration in the teacher's

selection, nodificationr oF extension of textual naterial is

the educator's assessment of the studentts needs or abilities.

6) It is recommended that specific subject areas such as

social studies and history - be researched with respect to how

teachers are using the textbook in relation to the issues

surrounding textual silences. How are teachers in social

studies, for example, using the textbook, oF not using it,

when they supplement the textbook with outside materials and

resources from the popular culture?

7) The eight individuals who did not complete the survey in

this research cited their present occupation (education

consultant, employee of the Minister of Education, early years

educator, vocational instructor, and resource teacher) as

unrelated to the research question in the study. It is

believed that this poputation group has some valuable insights

into their understanding and response to textual silences. As

a result, it is recommended that these areas of instruction,

administration, and research be considered for future study.

8) Publishers of textbooks can be surveyed with respect

issues surrounding textual silences and their response

to
of

the

how
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they respond to these themes in the development of textual
material.

9) The research conducted in this study was linited to
teachers practising in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. Àn equally

informative and valuable study would be to extend the research

question to those educators in the United States, Europe,

and/or Australia, for example, for an international
perspective.

10) À final reconmendation for future study is related to
student learning styles: How is the educator using the

textbook in relation to different learning styles of students?

Do teachers recognize different learning styles in their
students? If so, to what extent? Do educatorst integrate
rrdiverse forms of representationrr into their curriculum in
response to their students ttdifferent aptitudes for sotving

problems of different kinds (Gardner, l99L)?n Studentrs

learning styles should not be a silence to teacherts

instruction and approach to the curricular material.
Newton (1990) suggest there is a degree of recognition by

teachers of their students, strengths and weaknesses through

interaction with the curricular material. The teacher wilI, by

extension, prepare rrmaterial that can often be tailored to
individual needs and does not have to provide for every

eventualityt' (Newton, L99O, p. 30).
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Howard Gardner's work in Multiple Intelligence (MI) is an

importanÈ contribution to educational theory and practice for
it inplicitly calls teachers to acknowledge the individuality
of cognition and learning in students. Gardnerts study (1991,

1989) is significant to our understanding of the ways in which

individuals approach different kinds of problems and use

different aptitudes for solving various problems. To accept

this principle is to recognize that curriculum designs cannot

be made defensibly en masse. Curriculum and instruction must

be developed by the teacher to the needs and interests of

individuals in learning situations (Schubert, L987, p. 237).

Eliot Eisner's recenÈ work, Cognition and Curriculum

Reconsidered (L994), extends Gardner,s concern for schools'

emphasis on the printed word at the expense of other sources

of human understanding such as the visual arts, dance, music,

poetry, architecture, and rituals. The focus on the printed

word assumes a position authority and control bestowed upon

the text and, by extension, the educator. This emphasis on

the receptive and productive medium of print can be seen as an

additional silence of the textbook which dismisses different

rrays of understanding, interpreting, and presenting knowledge.

In the same connection that was drawn with the textbook and

popular culture in the preceding section, a similar

relationship is being suggested nrith respect to the ernployment

of the textbook to different learning styles of students.
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Singer-Gabella (L982) is cited by Eisner (L994, p. 70) to

emphasis his call for a diverse and uniquely individual
curriculum: rrThe integration of diverse forms of

representation into the history curriculum may be essential

both because they provide different visions, and because

students more readily see them as voices to be challenged.rl

This research has shown that recognition of textual silences arises

primarily from studies in graduate curriculum courses as well as

self-study and research. The twenty-three individuals surveyed and

nine people interviewed revealed that they are supplementing the

material in their textbook prirnarily to include marginalized groups

in the curriculum. This study caIIs for a review of under-graduate

teacher education programs and further research into our

understanding of textual silences.
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the University of Dlanitoba

Faculty of Educatiou
Departnent of Curriculu.n

EumanitieE anô Socia1 Sciences (CHss)

June 15, L995

Dear colleagues:

I am a fuIl-time graduate student in the Faculty of Education
at the University of Manitoba. Àt the present time, I am
cornpleting my Master's degree in Curriculurn Studies. My adviser is
Dr. SheLdon Rosenstock. As a partial requirement for this degree,
f am conducting a survey which examines how school teachers, who
have taken the graduate curriculum courses at the University of
Manitoba in eíther the CHSS program (ilPerspectives on Curriculumrl
(63. 734) and tfCurriculum Theory and Designrr (63.735) ) or the CMNS
program (rfResearch Àpplication in Curriculum (08L. 7L7) | and/orfrCurriculum: Àdvanced Theory and Management (08L.7L8), and/orftstudy of Teachingtt (08L.7221'), perceive tsilences, in school
textbooks. I have adopted the term tsilencest to represent a broad
range of interpretations which social commentators have attributed
in their analysis of school textbooks. 'Silences, will be
conceptually defined along the lines of author biases,
stereotyping, textual ornissions regarding conflicting and contrary
perspectives, and inaccurate representat.ion of social groups.

The purpose of my research is to assess the perceptions of
teachers with respect to textual tsilencest and how practising
teachers employ the textbook in the classroom. The results from
the survey will be used to relate current interpretations of the
textbook with teacherts view of textual 'silences', and to disclose
further insight,s of textbook use by teachers.

I would appreciate your response to these questions based on
your knowledge and experience in the teaching profession. The
reporting of the results from the survey and oral interviews will
be confidential. The survey is voluntary. If you do not want to
participate in the survey, or wish to withdraw from answering any
of the questions, feel free to exercise this right. In both cases,
there is no penalty for withdrawing or refusing to participate in
the questionnaire.
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There are fifteen (15) guestions in the brief survey which ask
for information regarding your teaching experience and perception
of the school textbook. It must be stressed Èhat all responses
given in the survey will be kept strictly confidential and no names
will be used in reporting the results. Sinilar1y, for those who
agree to participate in a follow-up interview by including your
name and telephone number on the survey, all responses will be kept
strictly confidential in reporting the result,s.

If you would like a summary of the results, f will have the
findings available in rny office (Roorn 2L7 , Education) , as well as
with Louise Sabourin (CHSS Secretary, Room 2321, by the end of
September, L995. ff there are further questions into the nature of
the survey or research topic, feel free to contact me at my office,
or at my home ( ).

I thank-you for your regarded responses to this study.

RespectfuIly,

James Badger
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The University of Manitoba
Faculty of Education

Department of Curriculum
Hunanities and Socia1 Sciences (CHSS)

Survey Questionnaire: ilu1y, 1995

The guestions in this survey refer to your perception and
employment of the text,book as a teacher in the classroom. This
survey will take about, fifteen (15) minutes to complete. your
answers will be of great help in the development of ny thesis.
Your responses will be kept completely confidential.

For the purpose of thís research, f an investigating how the public
school teacher uses the textbook in the classroon with respect to
the biases, omissionsr or tsilences, in the textbook. The
recognition and response of textual 'sj-lences' by the teacher is an
area of the rrhiddenrt curriculum which I am studying. As graduates
from the curriculum courses in the CHSS program and CMNS program,
your observations into the textbook as a socially constructed
document which transmits social values to the students, as well as
a body of knowledge, will add further insights into this area of
inquiry.

1. Are you

a. ( ) male
b. ( ) female

2. Check the graduate-level curriculum courses you have compJ-eted
at the University of Manitoba.

a. ( ) Perspectives on Curriculum (63.734)
b. ( ) Curriculum Theory and Design (63.735)
c. ( ) Research Àpplications in Curriculum (08i-.7L7)
d. ( ) Curriculum: Advanced Theory and Management

(081.718)
e. ( ) Study of Teaching (081.722)

3. Did you study the concept of the rhiddenrr curriculum in the
graduate-Ievel curriculum courses at the University of
Manitoba?

a. () yes
b. () no
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4. How many years have you been teaching?

a. () lyear
b. () 2 to3years
c. () 4 to6years
d. () 7 tol0years
e. ( ) More than 10 years

5. In the last five years, has your teaching been full-time,
part-time, or substitution? (Check as many as applicable. )

a. ( ) FUII-time
b. ( ) Part-time
c. ( ) Substitution
d. ( ) other

6. In the last five years, have you been teaching in a private or
public school? (Check as many as applicable. )

a. () Publicschool
b. () Privateschool
c. ( ) other

7. What level of instruction do you presently teach?

a. ( ) Ear1y years (N/K - 4)
b. ( ) Middle years (s 8/e)
c. ( ) Senior years (9/tO L2)
d. ( ) Adult/post-secondary
e. ( ) Other

8. What subject-area(s) do you presently teach?

a. () Languagearts/English
b. ( ) Social studies/history and/or geography
c. ( ) Mathematics/science
e. ( ) Languages
f. ( ) Integrative subject matter (early/niddle

years)
g. ( ) other
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For tbe following questions, consiðer g.ne. subject-area that
you instruct in uhich tbere is a required textbook you are
fa¡¡i1iar.
9. Identify a textbook you are fau¡iliar with:

TitIe
Àuthor (s)

10. Was the previously identified textbook (questíon #9.) your own
selection or provided by the school?

a. () personalselection
b. ( ) provided by the school
c. ( ) other

11. Àpproximately how frequently do you use the textbook in the
classroom?

a. ( ) always
b. ( ) often
c. ( ) sometimes
d. ( ) seldom
e. ( ) never

L2. How satisfied are you with the content in the textbook you are
using?

a. (
b.(
c. (
d. (

very satisfied
satisfied
neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
dissatisfied

e. () verydissatisfied

13. How often do you supplernent the textbook with outside
resources and themes in the classroom?

a. ( ) ah¡ays
b. ( ) often
c. ( ) sometimes
d. ( ) sel-dom
e. ( ) never
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Check the area(s) from the following list that reflect
any of the 'silencest in the textbook you are now using.
(If none of the tsilences' apply, proceed to the next
question. )

{Thc term 'SILENCES'was a¿opted to represent a broad range of interpretatíoru which
social comm¿nfaÍors have ønríbuted to school textboolcs in thcir analysis of the "híd.dcn'
cuniculutn. 'SILENCES'will be conceptuelly defincd along the lincs of textunl biases,
stereoryping, textual omissiow to conflicting and conÍrary perspectives, innccurate
representation of social groups, as well as a number of other themes. The term
'SILENCES'was adopted over other expressions such as "bios", "prejudice", and
'censorshíp" because of its relatively objective connotaÍion whcn understand,ing thc
textbook. 'SILENCES', thereþre, wos adopted for íts scope of interpretafion which
includes the prevíously mentioned concepts as well as other perspectives when annlyzing
the school textbook. Theþllowing oreos have been identified by some writers as textusl
'SILENCES' in school texbool<s.]

()

()

absence of controversial
content and themes;

or conflicting

unequal and inaccurate representation of
groups such as gender, race, cIass, and the
disabLed;

silence to non-I{estern experiences,
information, and ways of knowing;

a language that amplifies and perpetuates
I{estern values such as individualisrn,
competition, and modernism;

learning that is presented on a linear model
of sequential development; and

failure to represent alternative viewpoints on
a posÍtion, or equal representation of another
stance.

()

()

()

()

B) How do you respond to these textual ,silences' in your
instruction and practice in the classroom?
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If there are other ,silences, not listed above that you
have identified based on your experience with the
textbook, briefly describe them below. (ff more space is
required, please write on the back of this page. )

15.

Thank you for
responses are
thesis.

James Badger
June, L995

The intent of this questionnaire r{ras to keep the responses
surrounding the issues of textual 'silences' brief and
succinct. However, there is much more that can be discussed
based on your teaching experience and use of the textbook in
the cLassroorn. If you are interested in participating in a
brief follow-up interview (30 to 40 rninutes) regarding your
perception of textual 'silences, and use of the textbook,
please include your name and telephone number below so I may
contact you.

Yes , T. am interested in a brief ínterview on this
subj ect:

Name

Telephone number

taking the time to ansv¡er these
valuable and will help with the

quest,ions. Your
development of my
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Endnotes

1. Socialization: Institutions such as the church, the media, the
fanily, sporting and cultural groups, and the educat,ion system vary
according to their socializing role of irnparting values and
knowJ-edge to their nembers. The socializing impact of education
has been identified according to its preparation of competent and
knowledgeable citizens and employees. The rnanifestations of
educaÈion's socializing influence has also been analyzed along the
lines of rrhiddenrr or irnplicit set of values which it imparts to
students. It is these rrhiddenrr socializing messages imparÈed by
the teacher and textual tsilencest which forms an interpretative
element of this research.

2. Heqemony: A concept that was most fulIy developed in the works
of Antonio Gramsci (Àpple, 1990, p. 4'), hegemony is similar to the
term ideology but much more distinct than the abstract notions
surrounding ideology. According to App1es' definition, hegemony is
to be understood on a dífferent level than 'mere opinion' ortmanipulationt: rrlt refers to an organized assemblage of meanings
and practices, the central, effective and dominant system of
meanings, values and actions which are livedrr (1990, p. 5). Thus,
hegemony is everything in a system--including schools--which
reproduces the cultural and economic structure. A critical and
indepth analysis of schools at the implicit (as well as explicit)
level is a study into the hegemonic mechanisms of the institution
and society.

3. Citizenship: For developed nations in the West such as Canada,
the United States, and Britain, citizenship is a concept that is
ultimately tied to the nation's ideas and practices of capitalism
and liberal democracy. As such, citizenship is more global in scope
and interpretation than the popular perception which sees
citizenship as an overt display of flag-waving and/or singing of
the national anthem in the classroom. According to Osborne (L991),
the overt displays of citizenship symbolize an element of the idea,
but further interpretations can be attributed to the concept. All
the instruction that occurs within and without the walls of the
classroom is related to citizenship for Osborne (199L). Thus, if
cj-tizenship is obligation, responsibility, interpretatíon of and
action in the wor1d, ês welI as critical participation and
analysis, then teachers (and the curriculum material) are
instructing these elements of citizenship at an explicit and
inplicit level.

4. rrHiddenrr curriculum: In contrast to the rrovertrr curriculum which
embodies the material (textbooks), instruction (learning
functions), and outcomes (testing) that are explicitty stated and
obvious to all stakeholders involved within and without the
educational process, the rrhiddenrr curriculum is a concept that
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refers to those messages and actions which the educat,ional
institution, curricular materials, and teachers convey at an
iutplicit level of instruction. Punctuality and obedience have been
cited as two of the subtle, underlying messages which are imparted
through the rrhiddenrr curriculum by the words and poricies of
teachers and schools. I{hile the term tsilences' may appear to be
a misnomer when seen as an element of the rrhiddenrt curriòulum--the
former {'silences'} mute to the spoken words and meanings raised in
the textbook, the second {rthiddenrt curriculurn} seemingly blind or
obstructed from one's vision--textual 'silences' is semantically
and polit.ically more broad and interpretative than other
restrictive terms associated with the rrhiddentr curriculum such asrrbiasrr, Itprejudicerr r oE rcensorship. tt

5. tsil-encest: tsilences' is a term that was adopted to represent
a range of critical interpretations raised in a number of scholarly
and popular journals, books, and articles. The term ,silences' has
not been used in other sources. This is Èhe first coj-nage and
definition of the term. Às such, the following eight elements will
represent the definition of textuat 'silences.' These elements oftsilences'will be devel-oped in the research by citing research and
studies in education and related fields:

a) The language of the textbook amplifies and perpetuates
Western values of individualisn, modernisrn, progress, science,
and technology.

b) Learning that is presented in the textbook is based on a
linear model of sequential development.

c) Equa1 representation of marginalized groups in the textbook
according to gender, class, race, and the disabled.

d) Textbooks which devoid, either through rejection or
omission of, controversial content.

e) The assumed position of neutrality and authority of the
textbook.

f) Pressure from the educational institution and society to
use the prescribed textbook.

g) As a document, the textbook can never be completely
accurate or up-to-date.

h) Failure to represent alternative viewpoints on a position,
or equal representation of another stance.


